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FOREWORD

The United States and the European Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM) ,on May 29

and June 18, 1958, signed an agreement which provides a basis for cooperation in

programs for the advancement of the peaceful applications of atomic energy. This

agreement, in part, provides for the establishment of a joint U.S. - Euratom research

and development program which is aimed at reactors to be constructed in Europe under

the Joint Program.

The work described in this report represents the joint U.S. - Euratom effort which is

in keeping with the spirit of cooperation in contributing to the common good by the

sharing of scientific and technical information and minimizing the duplication of

effort by the limited pool of technical talent available in Western Europe and the

United States.

This document is one part of a three-part report on reactor fuel management studies

which were conducted under U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Contract #AT(30-1)-2875.

This final report consists of the following:

Part I----------- Synthesis of Results NYQO 9990

Part 11---------- Physics Analysis NY00 9991

Part Ill--------- Fuel Cycle Analysis NY00 9992

This work was performed jointly by Jackson & Moreland, Inc. , in design and cost

analysis, and Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co. in physics and fuel cycle analysis.
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ABSTRACT

Fuel Management studies presented in this report were

prepared as part of a Euratom research and development program under

AEC Contract No. AT(30-1)-2875. This work represents the joint efforts

of Jackson & Moreland, Inc. in cost analysis and plant design, and Allis-

Chalmers in physics core thermal analysis and fuel cycle analysis.

The effects of single and multiple batch radial fuel manage-

ment programs on total plant cost were determined for the SENN dual-

cycle boiling water reactor which was selected as a reference design.

The effect of fuel management on power cost results from

the potential of increased fuel exposure and increased power density of

the reactor.

Incentives for management of fuel in the reference plant

were determined to be in excess of 3 Mills/Kwhr for a four-to-five zone,

out-in refueling scheme.

Where several weeks' downtime (i. e. 6-8) are required for

refueling operations, cost penalties exceed I Mill/Kwhr as a result of

reduced availability.

Related effect s on fuel management of rod programming,

and transfer to equilibrium are discussed with recommendations for a

more optimum method of fuel management for the reference reactor.
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INTRODUCTION

Fuel Management Studies presented in this report were

prepared as part of a joint U.S. -Euratom research and development effort

under AEC Contract AT(30-1)-2875. This work was performed jointly

by Jackson & Moreland, Inc. in design and cost analysis, and Allis -Chalmers

Mfg. Co. in physics and fuel cycle analysis.

The purpose of fuel management studies performed under

this contract was to determine the effects of various fuel management

programs on the plant unit cost of a selected reference boiling water reactor.

The results of these studies indicate that proper management

of fuel within a reactor can result in a substantial flattening of core peak-to-

average ratios with an attendant increase in exposure potential such that

cost reductions exceeding 3 Mills/Kwhr can be obtained.

The ultimate goal of fuel management is to produce optimum

power output and fuel exposure capability consistent with a reasonable

plant availability. By proper programming of control rods, in conjunction

with appropriate fuel management, it is possible to reduce the reactor

peak -to -average power ratio with substantial increases in fuel exposure

potential. This permits a higher core power density with consequent

reductions in capital and fuel cost.
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While these effects tend to improve plant economics in both

capital and fuel cycle costs, it is significant to realize that the fuel

management program requires periodic reactor shutdown for core access

at a frequency depending upon t he type of program planned. The frequency

and duration of plant shutdown for refueling accessibility affect the plant

availability to meet system load. Therefore, whereas the plant capital and

fuel cycle economics may be theoretically reduced by a given fuel manage-

ment program, these theoretical economic gains can be offset by effects on

plant availability. It is the purpose of this study to analyze the inter-related

factors of reactor plant costs and availability to determine effects on over-

all power cost. Results permit prediction of optimum programs with all

pertinent factors considered.

The approach used in this study has been based on selection

of the SENN dual cycle type boiling water reactor as a reference plant. By

holding the original core design (1) limits as constant, the core power density

and discharge exposure potential were varied in accordance with a series of

selected fuel management programs. By this approach, a series of reactor

plant designs were obtained with greater or lesser power output potential

than the reference design. Plant components and systems were sized

as required and evaluated to determine plant cost as a function of unit

5
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size. Appropriate physics calculations were performed to determine the

core characteristics for the purposes of calculating fuel cycle cost.

Availability factors are discussed as affected by the proposed fuel cycle

program. These calculations are combined to predict the fuel management

approach which results in minimum total power cost.
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NAMES OF PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS

The key personnel who performed the analysis and study work for

the fuel management program are listed below:

Jackson & Moreland, Inc.

Name Contributing Area

J. H. Crowley Project Engineer

C. S. L. Robinson Reactor & Plant Studies

A. Doolittle Economic Evaluation

P. Jalichandra Site & Shielding Analysis

Allis-Chalmers Corp.

W. J. O'Leary Technical Director

L. Kintner Thermal Analysis

D. Fisher Physics

M. Lowenfeld Physics

W. Hayman Fuel Cycle

E. Kendrick Physics
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1. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1.1 STUDYAPPROACH

In order to determine the economic incentives for fuel

management in a given reactor plant, it is necessary to consider all

principle variables which ultimately affect total plant unit cost. Fuel

management schemes considered in this report were evaluated in

terms of all plant costs affected by fuel management. These costs

include capital, operation and maintenance, fuel cycle, insurance and

plant availability and system load factors.

Fuel management studies can be pursued by various

methods. Included among these are: (a) predicting an optimum

program for a given plant design, (b) predicting the optimum plant

rating and fuel management program for a given reactor design, (c)

variation of reactor and plant parameters for a specified fuel management

program.

In order to accomplish the most meaningful results within

schedule and budget limitations for studies under this contract, the ap-

proach outlined under (b) above was selected.

For this approach, a reference reactor was chosen and

plant parameters were varied in association with various fuel management

programs to obtain total plant cost relationships.

8



1.2 REFERENCE PLANT

The SENN boiling water reactor plant selected as the

reference plant, is rated at 507,800 thermal kilowatts, corresponding to

a net electrical output from the turbine-generator of 150,000 kilowatts.

The reactor is a boiling water type, forced circulation, dual cycle, light

water cooled and moderated.

The reactor fuel is in the form of UO 2 pellets encased

in tubular zirconium cladding. Eighty-one individual fuel rods are

grouped into a single fuel assembly which, in turn, is surrounded by a

zircaloy or stainless steel channel. The control system includes eighty-

nine boron carbide filled control rods and their drive systems.

Energy is removed directly from the reactor core by

steam which flows to the turbine after moisture removal. In a dual-

cycle boiling water reactor, additional steam is produced in secondary

steam generators which are heated by the recirculating reactor water.

This lower-pressure steam is routed to a lower-pressure stage of the

dual -admission turbine.

Complete details of the reference design are included in

Appendix A. Original design data was used for this study, however more

recent data is also included in Appendix A. Figure 1-1 is a simplified

:low diagram of the SENN Dual-Cycle Boiling Water Plant..

9



1.3 GROUNDRULES

The approach, ground rules and assumptions applying to

studies for this selected reference plant are summarized as follows:

1.3.1 Design conditions which are held constant in the

analysis are as follows:

1. Reactor core dimensions, fuel element

dimensions, cladding (zirconium), control rod

entry and orifice design remain constant for

the analysis.

2. Steam and water temperature and pres-

sure are constant at the value for the reference

Reactor.

3. The optimization is based on the equili-

brium core composition for each fuel management

scheme.

4. The reactor thermal power and plant net

electrical power are determined by design limi-

tations in the core. These limitations are

burnout heat flux, central U0 2 melting tempera-

ture, and flow instability. These limits were

determined in the same manner as the design

point for the SENN Reactor.
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1.3.2 Design conditions which are varied in the analysis include

all components of the power plant which change with thermal power output

of the reference reactor.

The evaluation is based on the following:

1. Fuel cycle costs and plant capital costs

are based on the criteria given in the AEC Cost

Handbooks. Exceptions to these data are taken

where inconsistencies exist with presently

accepted costing methods.

2. The primary consideration in selecting

the optimum combination of fuel management

variables is unit power costs (M/Kwhr). Unit

power costs are defined as the sum of unit

capital costs, unit fuel costs, and unit operating

costs as modified by capacity factors.

3. Co ting will be determined for a reference

location in the USA based on AEC costing methods.

11



4. Additional equipment capital cost and

operating costs required for the selected fuel

management schemes were estimated.

5. Fuel reprocessing methods and costs

are based on current practices at a selected

USAEC reprocessing site such as ORNL.

Shipping costs are based on reprocessing

at that site.

12



2. FUEL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS CONSIDERED

Fuel Management is defined as the schedule and method

by which fuel is fabricated, irradiated, stored, shipped and processed.

Fuel management schemes considered in this study are as follows:

2.1 RADIAL PROGRAMMING

In this method, the core is divided into radial zones,

each of which contains the same number of fuel assemblies. The reactor

is shut down at regular intervals dur ing which time spent fuel is unloaded

from one zone, and fuel in the other zones moved to adjacent zones with

new fuel (feed fuel.) loaded into the empty zone. Both inward and outward

movement of the fuel are considered, in which the feed fuel is loaded into

outside and central zones respectively. For each radial program direc-

tion, three, four and five zones were considered.

Two enrichments were considered for each of the inward

radial programming cases - the SENN enrichment (1.84%) and the maxi-

m um enrichment which could be controlled. For outward radial pro-

gramming, the maximum enrichment which could be controlled is less

than 1.84%.

The number of fuel assemblies fabricated as one batch,

and the number of fuel assemblies processed as one batch were optimized

separately as part of the fuel cycle cost parametric study.

13



2.2 SINGLE BATCH OPERATION

In this method, the entire core is loaded with uniformly

enriched fuel assemblies. The core is operated until just critical with

all control rods out. At this time, the reactor is shut down and all fuel

assemblies are replaced with new fuel. This method of operation serves

to establish a reference cost base for predicting economic incentives

of radial programming.

14



3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

This section includes a discussion of the effects of fuel

management on reactor core characteristics and relates these effects to

power cost as determined by plant availability for the following programs

discussed in Section 2.

1. Constant feed enrichment of 1.84%

for out-in fuel moves in 3, 4 and 5 zones.

2. Variable feed enrichment within

maximum controllability with 3, 4 and 5

zones for out-in fuel movements.

3. One batch fueling for 1.84% feed

enrichment.

4. Variable feed enrichment within

control limits for in-out fuel movements

in 3, 4 and 5 zones.

Physics results applicable to these cases were completed

to determine isotopic concentrations as a function of time and to determine

thermal power and exposure capability based on the stated design limits.

For these series of studies, the physics analysis was performed for

banked control rod operation. As would be expected, the axial power peak-

ing is more severe at the start of an equilibrium cycle for the banked rod

15



than would be true for a programmed rod case. An analysis is being

performed to determine the power flattening effects of selected pro-

grammed rod cases. It is generally accepted that rod programming is

of particular significance for boiling water reactors because of the poten-

tial for flattening the axial power distribution both during and in approach

to the equilibrium cycle. This section includes discussion and graphical

presentations applicable to the cases listed above.

3.1 QUT-IN MOVE WITH CONSTANT Ei (INITIAL ENRICHMENT)

Results obtained for the out-in program with banked rods

and a constant feed enrichment of 1.84% are shown on Figure -l to re- "

flect peak-to-average ratios as a function of number of fuel management

zones. This figure clearly shows the potential reductions in over-all

peak-to-average power ratios as a function of fuel zones, and shows fuel

management effects on the combined axial and radial peak-to-average

ratios, including individual curves of the axial and radial peak-to-average

ratios as a function of number of zones. It can be seen that there is a

progressive reduction in the axial and radial peak-to-average ratios with

fuel management schemes involving up to 4 batch programs. Physics

results indicate a tendency for central power depression with increasing

numbers of zones due to the increased exposure and depleted enrichment

of the central fuel zone. There is, therefore, a tendency for the power

16



peak to shift from the central region to an intermediate annular region

with increasing numbers of zones. This tendency for the peak to shift

from the central zone indicates that an improved fuel management scheme

would be obtained by a more complex fuel management method wherein

fuel is discharged in an intermediate annular zone as opposed to a central

zone.

As stated earlier, the above results apply for banked

control rod operation. Operation with programmed rods appears essen-

tial to obtain the optimum compromise between maximizing discharge

exposure and core average power density potential during the equilibrium

cycle.

The effects of out-in fuel management are two-fold on

the change in core conditions. These effects result with increasing

numbers of batches for a given feed enrichment. These are the power

flattening effects due to more optimum fissionable material distribution

which permits increased power density potential, and an improved ex-

posure potential. As the zone nos. are increased, the core peak-to-

average power is reduced within the range shown on Figure 3 -1 and

exposure potential is similarly increased. Figure 3-2 indicates the

degree of permissible fuel exposure increase as a function of the number

of batches selected for an out-in refueling with a constant feed enrichment.
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These relative increases in both power density and exposure potential

suggest the extreme importance of planning for a fuel management

program. For cases investigated based on banked rod operation, the

maximum power density potential was somewhat limited as would be

expected due to the substantial axial power peaking caused by the in-

sertion of control rods at the bottom, coupled with high voids content

at the core exit.

In order to relate the significance of various numbers

of batches for the out-in scheme properly, it is necessary to interpret

physics results in terms of fuel cycle costs, plant capability, operation

and maintenance costs, nuclear insurance, in association with potential

plant availability. These costs are relatively determined by core power

density and exposure potential as related to reactor downtime per re-

fueling and frequency of refueling. Figure 3-3 shows the effect on plant

unit cost of the out-in program as a function of numbers of batches.

Shutdown interval per refueling is represented in parametric form.

As the number of batch sizes tends to increase, the

refueling frequency is also increased, thus necessitating more frequent

shutdowns for refueling. If one assumes that the shut-down time for

refueling is independent of batch size, it is evident that plant availability

would be reduced as the number of zones are increased. It will be

shown later in this report that operating experience for reactors of

the reference type indicates that the time for actual refueling moves

18



is only a minimum percentage of the total refueling time for testing,

access and closure. The reference plant design is based on a total

of eight days for refueling downtime. Current operating experience

on pressure vessel type reactors, including Dresden, indicates that the

eight-day refueling projection is probably optimistic. A report given

at the 1962 Nuclear Congress indicates that actual downtime for the

Dresden first refueling was approximately 30 days. A breakdown of

the number of days required for each refueling operation is included

in a subsequent section.

Obviously, the relative incentive between various man-

agement programs is influenced by the number of days downtime re-

quired for a given refueling operation. In order to establish the relative

effects of downtime on total unit energy costs, the data were calculated

for a series of shut-down times ranging from 8 days to 2 months. Figure

3-3 indicates the relative incentive between the various numbers of zones

as a function of downtime for refueling. It will be noted that the optimum

point shifts from approximately 5 batches for an 8-day refueling time to

between 3 and 4 zones for the one and two months refueling downtime.

The effect on total power cost for the reference design is approximately

I Mill, depending on the time required for a refueling operation. The cost

differential between batch numbers is diminished as the refueling time is

increased.
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The absolute value of the plant capital cost is based on

results presented in TID-8500 for the reference design with corrections

made for design variations i.e. (Variation of plant parameters as a result

of power capability for the reference reactor).

Differential costs are of greatest significance in asses-

sing effects of variations in fuel management programs. The incentive

for fuel management, even with 2 zones, is in the order of 2 Mills/Kwhr.

The differential incentive between a two-batch and five-batch program is

in the order of 1 Mill/Kwhr. The optimum program as determined by

shut-down frequency tends to shift to fewer zones with increasing down-

time per refueling. This effect is relatively nominal, inasmuch as a

larger number of zones increases exposure potential with a tendency for

fuel fabrication cost reductions. These reductions are offset by the

decreased refueling interval which reduces the plant capacity factor.

The reference reactor refueling time is eight days for

a 20% batch. Operating experience will dictate time actually required,

however, if shutdown periods exceed 4 weeks, cost penalties of 1/2 to

1 Mill/Kwhr can be incurred depending on the shut-down period required.

20



3.2 EFFECTS OF ROD PROGRAMMING

As was stated earlier, the results shown on Figure 1-3

are applicable to a banked rod case. The banked rod condition leads to

severe axial power peaking at the beginning of an equilibrium cycle which

minimizes the power potential during this period of operation. In view

of the limited power output, the effect of down time does not appear as

severe as would be the case for operation with programmed rods wherein

the beginning of equilibrium cycle axial peak-to-average ratio can be

minimized. Power distributions tend to peak at the beginning of an

equilibrium cycle an4 to diminish during exposure, thus resulting in

maximum reactor capability at the end of an equilibrium cycle. It is

essential that the axial power distribution be controlled by rod program-

ming at the beginning of an equilibrium cycle to obtain peak-to-average

ratios comparable to that for the reference conditions. If it is assumed that

reactor capability is determined by peak-to-average ratios prevailing at the

end of an equilibrium cycle, a significant increase in power is attained as

a result of the increased power density potential. Results for this case

are shown on Figure 3-4 for a program rod case with the assumptions

stated above. A conclusion which can be drawn for this comparison is

that increased power densities tend to increase the cost penalties of pro-

longed down times per refueling as a result of the more frequent discharges

associated with high-power densities.
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3.3 E EFFECTS OF DOWNTIME ON AVAILABILITY

The cost penalty associated with increasing down time

per refueling for the programmed rod core is shown on Figure 3-5.

This figure indicates the unit operating cost penalty as a function of

refueling down time in weeks. Thus, a unit cost penalty of 1-1/2 mills

would exist between a plant capable of onstream refueling and a reactor

plant requiring a 2-month shutdown per refueling. The relationship

appears to be essentially linear.

3..4 OUT-IN PROGRAM MAXIMUM CONTROLLABLE ENRICHMENT

The case sited above applies to an out-in method of fuel

management with a constant feed enrichment of 1.84%. During the physics

analysis. it was evident that for certain fuel, management programs, it is

possible to increase excess reactivity with the existing control design

for the reference design. Control strength is an important effect in

determining maximum exposure potential for a given design. Cases

were investigated for the effects of various fuel management schemes

on total unit energy cost based on the maximum reactivity which could be

handled by the reference design. Thus, the feed enrichment was varied

for each case to obtain the maximum controllable reactivity. Results

for these cases indicating the relative flattening effect of peak-to-average

power density as a function of number of batches on fuel management

programs are shown on Figure 3.6. The effects of providing additional
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enrichment inthe fuel cycle, as opposed to those for a constant enrichment,

permit a higher dishcarge exposure and consequent increase in flux de-

pression at the core center line for an out-in fuel management program.

This tendency relates to the desirability of a more sophisticated Iuei

management program, as discussed earlier.

The central power depression is caused by increasing

fission product poison content and reduced fission material content of

the highly exposed fuel.

Unit cost projections are shown on Figure 3 -7 for this

case, with down time per refueling as a parameter.

35 IN-OUT PROGRAM MAXIMUM CONTROLLABLE ENRICIMENT

Calculations were performed to determine the economic

effects of fuel management on an in-out method wherein the fuel would

be discharged from the outer annulus with feed to the central zone. Rela-

tive merits of this method of management have been discussed in other

sources with discussions of benefits associated with high exposure potential

due to reductions in leakage flux. This method of management is generally

suspect in view of its effect on core peak-to-average power, particularly

on the radial component. This suspicion is borne out by results of this

study as shown on Figure 3-8. It can be seen in this fugure that the radial

peak-to-average ratio progressively increases with the increasing number

of batches, while the axial components tend to be flattened somewhat.
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Gross effects of total peak-to-average ratios for this method of fuel

management indicate a progressive decrease in the power density poten-

tial with number of zones. The unit cost relations for these cases is

shown on Figure 3-9 which would support the conclusion that there is a

negative incentive for utilization of this type of fuel management.

3.6 - INGLE BATCH

Operation of the reference reactor core was analysed

for a single batch case to determine the range of incentives for multi-

batch fuel management.

Calculations for this case are based on the entire core

being loaded with uniformly enriched fuel at 1.84% and operated until

just critical with all rods out. The analysis was performed for banked

rod operation, and with no regional variation in core constituents for

power flattening.

Results of this analysis indicate severe axial and radial

power peaking and low fuel exposure potential.

The axial peak-to-average power ratio was determined

to be 3.36 with a radial peak-to-average of 2.04. The average fuel ex-

posure for this case was 5000 MWD/T. The resulting reduction in power

density potential coupled with the reduction in average discharge exposure

resulted in an increase of 6.54 Mills/Kwhr over the reference plant with

five batch out-in refueling.
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Assuming that the power density were increased to rated

conditions by rod programming for the single batch case, the increase in

total power costs would be in excess of 3 Mills/Kwhr.

Results for the batch case discussed above indicate the

necessity of providing for a fuel management program, and for minimiz-

ing associated reactor downtime for performing these operations.

3.7 EFFECTS OF TRANSFER TO EQUILIBRIUM

Studies completed under this contract have been conducted

for equilibrium conditions. Equilibrium of a core is obtained when the

selected number of batches for a given fuel management program have

achieved the specified exposure, enrichment levels and fission product

poisoning. The condition of equilibrium takes several years to achieve.

Equilibrium power distributions must be simulated during the startup

years to permit development of rated power. This is necessary because

of power peaking at start of core life resulting from a uniformly enriched

core. If power distributions are flattened by variable moderator-to-fuel

ratios, rod programming or by variable enrichment, higher fuel costs

will result because of limited exposure potential and consequent increases

in core fabrication costs.

Although results of this study indicate that selected fuel

management programs result in significant savings, it is necessary to

perceive that these savings apply only for equilibrium conditions.
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Depending on the method of fuel management, a period of time between

6 to 10 years can elapse before equilibrium conditions are obtained.

During this interval, fuel cycle costs are substantially higher than those

for the equilibrium core.

Current practice in comparing economics of nuclear plants

is based generally on equilibrium economics. A representative economic

evaluation should properly account for actual annual costs of operation

including the transfer from startup to equilibrium transient. The value

of operating costs should be referred to a reference point in time by

present worth methods. These methods are of particular significance

where operating costs vary with time. Such methods clearly show that

increases in operating costs during early years of operation are sub-

stantially more significant than similar increases occurring at the end of

plant life. Therefore, the effects of increased costs during off-equilibrium

years of operation which occur during the early years of plant operation

should be factored into an economic analysis to determine a realistic

comparison.

An example of the use of these methods to off-equilibrium

operation may be shown based on fuel cycle cost projections shown on

Figure 7 Page 17 of TID-8500 (Pt. 2), Boiling Water reactor study (Separate

Studies). Fuel cycle costs as a function of time are shown in the following

table:
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FuelCycle Costs Year of Operation

2.85 1

2.85 2

2.56 3

2.30 4

2.17 5

2.14 6

2 10 7

2.10 8-30

The above fuel cycle costs are based on achievement of

equilibrium on the third core loading during the seventh year of plant

operation. If the arithmetic average of these fuel cycle costs is taken

over plant life, the average fuel cycle cost is 2.17 instead of 2.1 at

equilibrium. Based on this averaging approach, the penalty of startup

conditions is negligible..

A present worth evaluation would be determined as follows:

Assuming a constant capacity factor for plant life, the value of all future

operating cost may be expressed as the present worth of each annual

operating expense summed up over plant life.
n

Pv = C1  pfr < fcr x kwhr
1
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Where

Pv = Present dollar value of all fuel costs

pfr = Present value factor for nth period

fcr = Fuel cycle increment for nth period

kwhr = Kilowatt hrs. produced in nth period

C = Constant = .001

If kilowatt hours produced for each interval are constant, or if the unit

capacity factor is constant, the formula may be expressed as

n

Pv = C pfr x fcr

Where C is redefined as C1

1000

The above expression may be solved numerically as follows for the startup

to equilibrium conditions defined above:

1 2 3 4
Period Fuel Cost Pwf (2 x 3)

1 2.85 .8434 2.69

2 2.85 .8900 2.54

3 2.56 .8396 2.15

4 2.30 .7921 1.82

5 2.17 .7473 1.62

6 2.14 .7050 1.51

7 2.10 .6651 1.40

8-30 2.10 8.1830 17.20
n

30.93
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The present worth of fuel cycle costs for lifetime opera-

tion of the equilibrium cycle would be

Pw = 2.10 x Pwf 30 = 2.10 x 13.765

= 29.5

The loss represented by off-equilibrium operation Is then

30.92 - 29.5 x 7000 = $10 </Kw
1000

Assuming a capitalization value of 14%,. the incremental difference

between the actual and equilibrium cycle would be

= 10,000 Mills X yr x L
Kw 7000 hr yr

= .2 Mills/Kwhr

This value then establishes the incremental present

worth of operating expense losses due to transfer from startup to

equilibrium for the assumptions listed above.
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Recalling that the lifetime averaged difference was .07

Mills/Kwhr, it is evident that a wide difference in results can be obtained

depending on the basic approach to cycle economics. The results

presented above show, therefore, that inasmuch as currently applied techniques

do not account for the present worth approach in nuclear plant economics,

there is a need for applying such techniques in comparative evaluations,

particularly where the time dependence of plant economics can be defined.

Results for this phase of fuel management do not consider

comparative economics on a present worth basis, because constant capa-

city factors were assumed and the scope of physics effort was aimed

principally at equilibrium conditions.

3.8 SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION

The incentive for fuel management, irrespective of control

rod programs, is substantial, and ranges between 3 to 6 Mills/Kwhr,

including all associated unit costs such as capital, fuel, operation and

maintenance and insurance. The beneficial effect of fuel management

in reducing unit energy cost for a nuclear power plant is associated with

increasing the maximum exposure potential, and in permitting higher power

density. The combined effect of these benefits is high, and suggest that

substantial incentives exist not only for a proper fuel management

program, but for reducing access and closure times to the maximum

extent. Relative economic incentives are shown on Figure 3-10.
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Incentives for improving accessibility associated with

fuel management can be shown to exceed 1 Mill where excessive downtimes

for refueling are required. Operating experience obtained to date indicates

that only a nominal period is required for actual refueling, and fuel

management procedures during shutdown. The majority of downtime

during refueling is required for core access and closure in addition to

testing, refitting of instrumentation and controls and pre-operational

checkout.

As has been indicated, results reported herein apply only

for equilibrium cycle conditions. A significant economic penalty is

associated with increased fuel cycle costs during the years prior to

attainment of the equilibrium cycle. Inasmuch as these penalties acrue

during early years of plant operation, they are particularly significant

in a comparison of alternate methods of power generation where high

capacity factors are attained during early years of plant life, and where

a present worth evaluation greatly magnifies effects of increases in cost

during these early years. It therefore appears that selection of a given

fuel management program must be weighed in terms of the penalty acrued

in attainment of equilibrium conditions. When properly evaluated on a

present worth method of differential cost, the losses become quite signi-

ficant. It is therefore desirable to continue studies not only for more

sophisticated fuel management techniques, but also to determine effects

of transfer to equilibrium economics.
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Although a boiling water reactor permits minimum

radial power peak-to-average ratios with fuel ranagement, this reactor

type is particularly susceptible to high peak-to-average axial power

distributions as a result of the existence of voids at one core end and

with banked control rods at the opposite end. It is therefore clear

that a rod programming sequence should be adopted for any selected

fuel management program to minimize this peak-to-average power par-

ticularly at the start of an equilibrium cycle.

Fuel management programs which have been studied show

the change in reactor capability during the equilibrium cycle with

maximum capability occuring at the end of the cycle. For a plant of fixed

megawatt rating, the reactor design would be limited to the beginning of

life capability with capability increasing as exposure proceeds. This

characteristic, typical of a reactor operating with banked rods, is mini-

mized by provision for rod programming which augments the power

flattening potential of a zoned reactor and permits maximizing the possible

discharge exposure at rated reactor power densities. Therefore, it

appears necessary to plan for a variable rod program in conjunction with

a fuel management program to maintain relatively constant peak-to-

average ratios at the design limits to minimize neutron leakage and to

maximize the average exposure levels of the discharge zone. The fuel

management and rod programming scheme should be appropriately modi-

fied to accomplish the above as plant capacity factors deviate from the

design value.
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The discussion of this section highlights results reported

in greater detail in subsequent sections of this report. It is hoped that the

content of this report will be useful to those engated in design, evaluation

and operation of nuclear facilities.
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4. NUCLEAR .& FUEL CYCLE ANALYSIS

4.1 Approach

The method of approach used in Physics analysis for the

fuel management program consisted of the following studies essentially

in the order shown:

1. Generation of constants.

2. Calculation of SENN reactivity and power
distribution.

3. Obtaining the effect of enrichment on SENN
reactivity, core spectrum and effective
constants.

4. Calculating the effect of irradiation on
core reactivity and fuel composition for
various enrichments.

5. Showing the effects of radial fuel program-
ming on power distribution and core lifetime.

6. Showing the effects of axial fuel program-
ming on power distribution and lifetime.

7. Combining the results of the program,
presenting a summary, conclusions and
recommendations.

A separate report will be submitted covering details of

this work. This section includes a summary and discussion of results.

4.2 Method of Calculation and Results

Original reactor design and Fuel Burnup Data for the

SENN core are included in the appendix. This data consists of core

dimensions, volume fractions, reactivity and control data. Because the
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neutron spectrum is predominantly thermal, two group effective Westcott

neutron cross sections were used for the analysis of the SENN core. The

microscopic cross section data was based on BNL-325. However, a

special study was performed for long lived fission product cross sections

to be used in SENN cores of various spectrums. The SENN reactor was

then calculated and compared with the given data. The initial reactivity

and change in fuel composition with burnup for various feed enrichments in

the range of 1. 84% to 4.0% enrichment was then obtained.

Fuel programming was calculated using banked

control rods. This method was chosen because of the regionally uniform

exposure possible with this method of control. (Programmed rods change

the flux shape over the core, causing local non-uniformity of burnup.)

Thus, fuel cycles were calculated for 1 zone (batch) 3, 4 and 5 radial zones

with fresh fuel moving toward the center (out-in) and fuel moving toward the

outside (in-out). Feed fuel enrichments were chosen such that the SENN

design vane (1. 84%) was the minimum used and the enrichment that allowed

6%in excess reactivity for lifetime constituted the maximum enrichment.

This latter value was chosen to allow the reactor to be safely controlled by

the rods in the cold condition. During the fuel cycle program, the 1. 84%

feed enrichment with in-out fueling, yielded an excess reactivity for life-

time greater than 6%. The feed enrichment was therefore reduced in

these cases to a value which gave 6% excess reactivity for lifetime.
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The effective fuel lifetime for the various fuel cycle

schemes for each feed enichment was calculated from the change in

reactivity versus exposure. An assumption of uniform exposure in each

radial zone was used. The material content of each radial zone was then

obtained from the curves of fuel content versus exposure for the various

feed enrichments. When the input was gathered, calculations were per-

formed using the WANDA code, which is a one dimensional criticality

diffusion code.

In order to perform the axial calculations for the

equilibrium core, an average axial material distribution along the fuel is

required. Since the core is operated with banked rods, a flux distribution

was obtained by averaging the flux shapes with rods fully removed and at

maximum insertion for lifetime. This average flux shape was then con-

verted into a material distribution normalized to the average burnup from

the radial cases. Start of cycle calculations were performed to obtain the

maximum power skewing. The over -all microscopic peak-to-average power

distribution was then obtained by combining the radial and axial calculations.

The following Tables of Data summarize the physics

results of the nuclear analysis of the fuel management program. Table 1

presents the number of zones, fuel enrichment and method of fuel pro-

gramming. Table 2 presents the exposure received by the fuel and the

radial and axial peak-to-average power for each management program.
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Table 3 gives the final U-235 enrichment, plutonium content, and the

distance from the core centerline to the location of peak power. Finally,

in Table 4, the axial peak power location and the average positive slope

power ratio is found.

TABLE 1 - FUEL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
(%)

CASE NUMBER NO. of ZONES FUEL PROGRAM FEED ENRICHMENT

I A 1 Batch 1.84

I B 3 Out -in 1.84

II B 3 Out-in 2.00

II C 3 In-out 1.45

I D 4 Out -in 1.84

II D 4 Out-in 2.00

II E 4 In-out 1.40

I F 5 Out -in 1.84

II F 5 Out.-in 2.5

II G 5 In-out 1.35
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TABLE 2 - EXPOSURE AND PEAK-TO-AVERAGE POWER DISTRIBUTION

EXPOSURE OF
REMOVED FUEL RADIAL PEAK AXIAL P

CASE NUMBER Mwd/MT POWER AVERAGE POWER AVI

I A 5,000 2.04 3.37

I B 13, 400 1.27 2.61

II B 16,200 1.27 2.82

II C 14,000 3.26 3.37*

I D 14,000 1.32 2.39

II D 16, 800 1.33 2.46

II E 15, 000 3.60 3.37*

I F 15,000 1.32 2.24

II F 25,000 1.49 2.31

II G 16,000 3.92 3.37*

EAK
RAGE

* With fresh fuel in the core center, the axial peak-to-average power for
in-out loading will be the same as for batch loading.
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TABLE 3 - FUEL COMPOSITION AND RADIAL POWER PEAK LOCATION

LOCATION OF
PLUTONIUM RADIAL POWER

FINAL CONTENT PEAK, cm FROM
CASE NUMBER ENRICHMENT (%) Grams, Pu/KgU CORE CENTERLINE

I A 1.33 2.98 0

I B .780 5.20 94

H B .748 5.66 95

H C .541 5.34 0

I D .754 5.30 102

H D .720 5.72 103

H E .508 5.42 0

I F .699 5.39 110

H F .680 6.70 111

H G .476 5.68 0
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TABLE 4 - AXIAL POWER PEAK LOCATION AND AVERAGE POSITIVE
SLOPE POWER RATIO;

CASE NUMBER

I A

I B

H B

'IC

ID

nID

H E

IF

HIF

n G

DISTANCE
FROM LOWER

CORE BOUNDARY
TO PEAK (cm)

187

181

203

187

185

197

187

148

206

187

POSITIVE SLOPE
POWER RATIO

.232

.306

.286

.232

. 350

. 342

.232

.292

.388

.232

* Average positive slope power ratio is defined as the average power
produced between the lower core boundary and the location of peak
power to the magnitude of the peak power.

Conclusions

1. Because of the change in leakage, the reactivity
is 3%less for out-in and 6% greater for in-out fuel
management compared with a uniform fuel distri
bution.

2. The minimum radial peak -to-average power (1.27)
was obtained for the three zone oit -in fuel cycle.
The radial peak occurs at about 2/3 the distance
to the core periphery.
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3. The minimum axial peak-t.o-average power (2.24)
was obtained for the five zone 1.84% feed en-
richment case, and occurred slightly above the
center of the core.

4. The minimum over-all peak-to-average power
(2. 95) was obtained for the five zone 1.84% out-
in feed enrichment, case.

5. The over-all peak-to-average for a batch loaded
core at the start of a cycle (6% excess reactivity)
with banked control rods is 6.87, a factor of
2. 33 greater than the minimum peak-to-average
power with programming.

6. The maximum burnup received by the fuel for
1. 84% and maximum enrichment were respectively
15, 000 and 25, 000 Mwd/MT, both in the five zone
fuel cycle. The burnup for batch loading was
5, 000 Mwd/MT.

The conclusions presented have been the statistical

results of the analysis. However, additional conclusions of more general

nature were also obtained as follows:

1. A flux depression occurs at the center of the
core for out-in fueling. Thus, a more complicated
fuel cycle scheme designed to place fresher fuel
near the center of core would reduce or eliminate
this depression, thus further reducing the peak-
to-average power and also increasing core
reactivity.

2. The operation of the reference core with banked
control rods is not practical because the axial
peak-to-average power is too high. Thus, a
programmed control rod scheme with some rods
fully inserted and some fully removed would be
a more practical method of core operation. The
program, however, must be analyzed carefully
because programmed rod schemes often only
postpone power peaking problems.
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3. A fuel cycle scheme with out -in loading which
also uses programmed rods is feasible. One
method of operation would consist of controlling
the core with a uniform distribution of three
groups of control rods. Over the fuel cycle
period, one group would be fully removed, one
group fully inserted, and the other group con-
trolling the core. The groups would be alternated
such that all regions of the core would contain
control rods about an equal amount of time over
the cycle. This method would have the advantage
of having the fuel programming flattening the flux
radially with control rod programming flattening
the flux axially. Another fuel programming method
that has been proposed consists of maintaining a
uniform fuel distribution in the core by mixing
fresh and various grades of spent fuel homogeneously
over the core. One consequence of this type of
fueling is that control rods must be used to flatten
power both radially and axially, thus adding to the
complexity of control rod programming.

4. An inherent characteristic of boiling water cores
is the poor burnup of the fuel in the boiling region.
Flux is depressed in the region because of the
high resonance capture and neutron leakage that
is caused by the high void fraction. The average
exposure in the top quarter of the core was less
than 50% of the average fuel rod exposure. Some
means of raising the flux in this region would
flatten the axial peak-to-average flux and allow a
more uniform axial fuel burnout. Two possible
methods of achieving this objective would be to
increase the enrichment or increase t he moderator-
to-fuel volume fractions of the upper core region.
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4.3 Reactor Thermal Performance

The shift in power distribution resulting from various

fuel management programs produces varying heat -flux distributions in the

reactor. For all programs considered, the thermal limitations and safety

factors were kept constant at their value for the reference design point.

Therefore, a decrease in the ratio of maximum-to-average heat flux in the

reactor results in increased power output which, due to the constant thermal

limitations and safety factors, requires an increase coolant flow and core

pressure drop.

The void distribution in the reactor is assumed to

be constant for the various fuel management programs. The heat-flux

distribution depends on the void distribution in the reactor core. However,

the assumptions of constant reactor size and constant thermal limitations

will change the void distribution only slightly. The core is assumed to be

orificed, so that the flow distribution corresponds to the radial power

distribution, which results in a uniform radial void distribution. The axial

void distribution was determined by the requirements of constant burnout

heat -flux safety factor and constant fuel-element center temperature. The

last requirement is ensured if the peak heat flux in the reactor is kept

constant. For a constant burnout safety factor, the burnout heat flux will

also be constant; it is assumed to vary with steam quality only in the manner

given by Pexton.* Thus, the steam quality at the burnout point, which is

assumed to coincide with the peak heat -flux point, is constant for the

*Pexton, A.F.: "A Review of Data on Burnout Heat Flux for Steam-Water
Mistures in Uniformly Heated Channels, " DEG. Report 203(R), United
KingdomAtomic Energy Authority, March, 1961.
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analysis. Coolant flow is that required to keep the quality constant at the

burnout point. The exit quality will remain approximately constant, since

the integrated axial flux is not expected to change significantly.

The reactor core pressure drop is assumed to be

proportional to the square of the mass flow rate in the central channel.

Since central -channel coolantvoids remain approximately constant, the

two-phase multipliers for pressure drop will be approximately constant.

The SENN design point pressure drop is used as a basis for this calculation.

In accordance with the above assumptions, coolant

flow for the hottest fuelrod (w) is given by the equation

gq' z 0 0 y(4-1)
W : mzm asmy

Hg (85, 000 d/yFBo q')-0.081 U-0.4 d4Hfi-Ho

where

q'm : peak heat generation per unit length at 125% power,
Btu/(hr)(ft)

0 y = local heat flux peaking factor, dimensionless

d _rod OD, ft

FBo burnout heat flux safety factor at 125% power,
dimensionless

H _ coolant enthalpy, Btu/lb; subscripts f, fg and o refer
to saturated water, vaporization, and core inlet,
respectively

zm : vertical distance from bottom of core to point of maximum
heat flux in a fuel assembly, ft

0a, :m-- average relative heat flux over the fuel assembly length
from the core bottom to the location of peak heat flux,
based on a peak heat flux of 1.0 arbritrary units

The values of qmi y0d, FBo, and H will remain constant. Using the SENN

design values for these constants (Appendix A), the equation becomes
w : 723 zmla, m 44 (4-2)



If the coolant flow distribution is assumed to be the same as the radial power

distribution, the total reactor coolant flow (W ), with leakage factor of

1.04 becomes

Wp -10. 395 x 106 z0, 0 (4-3)
ma, m r, r

The quantity Or, r and 0,m are the radial and axial peaking factors.

The total reactor thermal power is determined by the axial and radial power

distributions. Using the calculated radial and axial flux distributions and

a total reactor power of 507. 8 Mw for SENN, the reactor thermal power

(Pt), is expressed as

Pt -1135 ba, l' rr(44

The pumping power required to force water through the core is calculated

by assuming that the pumping power is directly proportional to the total

reactor flow rate and to the core pressure drop. Core pressure drop is

proportional to the square of the central channel flow. This relationship

is nearly correct for the optimization analysis, since the pressure drop

for the central-channel fuel-assembly nozzle is about. 70 percent of the

total, and voids remain approximately constant. Using the SENN design

point data of Appendix A and assuming an over-all pump and motor efficiency

of 80 percent, the core pumping power (Pp, c) is expressed as

p -0.01940 0 (z .0 a )3 (4-5)
P, c -r, r m a, m
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The pumping power given by Equation 4-5 is only that portion required for

the core. The power required to force the water through the water cir-

culating loops varies with recirculating water flow rate, but it is assumed

that pressure drop in the loops will be kept constant by varying the pipe

size. Pumping power required to force water through the primary loops is

therefore directly proportional to total recirculation flow. Using the ex-

pression for W given in Equation 4-3, the recirculating loop pressure
p

drop is

Pp 1 -0.190 (Z 0 ) (4-6)
p, pp m'a, m

Combining Equations (4-5) and (4-6), the total recirculating pumping power

in Mw electrical is

P -0 /0.0194 (Z 0 )3 $0.19 (Z .0 )/P - rr m a,m m a,m

(1-7)

4.4 Fuel Cycle Cost Analysis

Fuel-cycle unit energy costs were calculated for the

range of parametric variations specified above. Total unit energy costs

attributed to the fuel-cycle were calculated instead of breaking this quantity

down into burnup, processing, fabrication and inventory components. (It

was felt that this deviation from a component cost presentation was justified

due to the large number of cases resulting from parametric variation, and

due to the fact that the optimization is best performed on a total unit energy

cost basis.) A component breakdown (burnup, processing, fabrication, and
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inventory) can be easily made for specific cases of interest, and such a

breakdown is planned for later stages of the present study.

The procedure used for the computation of total fuel

cycle unit energy cost for particular case studies follows the AEC costing

procedures with slight modifications. (1) The methods and procedures were

put in the form of equations that could be programed on G-15 Bendix Com-

put.er. These equations and their derivation are included in a separate report.

The basic equations were supplemented with a procedure whereby the pre-

and post-reactor batch size, Nf and Nr, could be varied. The pre.-reactor

batch size (Nf) was optimized to determine if savings might be incurred by

processing some multiple of in -core reactor zone size (Na) due to decrease

in unit processing costs with increase in batch size, and whether these

savings would more than compensate for the additional use charge that is

attributed to increased processing and pre-reactor lead times. In a similar

manner, post-reactor batch size (Nr) was optimized. Here the reduction in

unit process turnaround charges resulting from multi -zone processing

batches was balanced against additional use charges resulting from the

interim process lag time.

No practical consideration such as a limiting storage

facility size was imposed to limit this post-reactor batch size. No storage

charges other than use charges were made. At this phase of the study, the

summation of use, reprocessing, and shipping charges was not compared to

the final worth of the fuel to see if the cost of post-reactor processing

(1) Guide to Nuclear Power Cost Evaluation, Vol. 4, Fuel Cycle Costs
TlD-7025, U. S. AEC, Div. of Technical Information.
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exceeded the final worth of the fuel. This work will be done in later stages

of the program when more shipping cost information becomes available.

Several auxiliary relations were used to aid in the

parametric study as conducted on the computer, primarily to limit the

number of type-in variables, to allow for increased flexibility in program

parametric variation, and also to facilitate the evaluation of intermediate

case studies.

These relations are:

1. Final enrichment (Ef) as a function of initial

enrichment (Ei) and burnup (B). Physics considerations

which postulate constant spatial and spectral flux distribu-

tions (that result from assuming that constant reactor void

volume and control iod position are essentially independent

of power level) give enrichment level, namely, U2 3 5 con-

centration as a function of burnup (B) for fixed initial en-

richments. Log E is seen to be a straight line function, in-

versely proportional to B; hence, the family of lines de-

termined by the parametric variation of Ei can be conven-

iently represented by the empirical relation:

In Ef -:-3.195 x .0-6 Ei - 7 6 7 B!, In E

This relation agrees within 2% of physics data, and is well

within the degree of uncertainty of the physics data themselves.

(2) For development of the Empirical Relation, see Appendix A -13.
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2. Total plutonium production (Pu) as a function of

initial enrichment (Ei) and burnup (B).

An attempt was made to describe the plutonium concentration

as a function of initial enrichment (Ei) and burnup (B) in a

manner similar to that described for enrichment. The total

plutonium function could be adequately described in the 5, 000

to 20,000 Mwd/MT burnup region. Difficulty was encountered

above a burnup of 20, 000 Mwd/MT in fitting plutonium pro-

duction to a simple empirical curve. Above this burnup, the

plutonium production tends to approach steady -state values

asymptotically. Since no straightforward relation for plutonium

production could be found, as in the case of U2 35 for the

range of burnup variation to be investigated parametrically,

it was decided to represent the plutonium production graphically( 3)
by making it a variable type-in for the computer program.

3. Unit worth of Uranium (kei), (kef) as a function of

enrichment (Ed), (Ef). Rather than interrupt the computer

calculation to type in unit worth values determined from the

July 1, 1962 AEC uranium price schedule, the AEC price

schedule was incorporated in the form of the separative work

cost function(4) utilizing current constants (5) within the

(3) See Fig. A A, Appendix A -7.
(4) Nuclear Chemical Engineering, Benedict and Pigford, McGraw Hill, 1957

Pg. 403
(5) Separative work cost function,
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computer program itself.

4. Unit conversion cost (konv, ei) and unit pelletizing

cost (kpelletize, ei ) as a function of batch size (Nf) and en-

richment (Ei).

As outlined by the AEC in their Handbook on Fuel Cycle

Calculations, these parameters are set by industry. Graphs

of representative commercial values for these parameters

were employed in the fuel cycle cost calculation. (®) These

graphs demonstrate a decrease in unit cost with an increasing

batch size and a decrease in unit cost with decreasing en-

richments.

5. Unit fabrication cost (CF).

Fabrication costs represent a major portion of fuel

cycle costs. The state of the technology is not sufficiently

standardized to eliminate wide deviations in fabrication costs

between different manufacturers. At present, this deviation

can be suspected to be in the 20-35% range; the AEC Costing

Handbook presents typical fabrication cost data as a shaded

area. Fabrication costs should demonstrate sensitivity to

batch size and enrichment level similar to conversion and

pelletizing costs; however, deviations in cost estimates

(6) To be presented in Volume 3 of final study.
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obliterate any such tendencies. The maximum value for

fabrication cost shown in the AEC presentation for Zircaloy

clad pellets of SENN diameter (7) was used in this study as a

base value (114 $/kg U processed, including pelletizing

costs). Fabrication cost infrequently defined as the total cost

of conversion, pelletizing, tubing, hardware, assembly and

inspection cost. For the purposes of this study, fabrication

includes only tubing, hardware, assembly and inspection cost.

The cost attributed solely to fabrication was obtained by

subtracting pelletizing costs. A decrease in fabrication cost

with increasing batch sizes was approximated from the

percentage change of unit processing costs with batch size

from conversion and pelletizing data in the linear regions. (8)

This amounted to the equivalent of a 3%reduction in unit

fabrication charges if the whole SENN core were fabricated

instead of one -fifth of the core. No attempt was made to

approximate the influence of various enrichments on the

fabrication costs.

The Bendix G-15 computer computation followed the scheme

shown in the Appendix, Final Report Vol-3. All auxiliary

relations used in the study are also shown in this Appendix.

Specific values assigned to the various parameters used in

the computations are shown in Tables 1 and 2 as follows:

(7) Ref. (1), Figure 450 -6, Pg. 450-21
(8) For development of fuel fabrication cost curves, see Appendix A -10.
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TABLE 1

VALUES ASSIGNED TO PARAMETERS IN COMPUTER PROGRAM

Parameter Symbol Units Values

Initial Enrichment E wgt. fract. U2 3 5% 1.25,1. 50, 1. 84,
2.0,2.5,3.0,3.5,
4.0

No. of Zones in Core Z integer 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Burnup B Mwd/MT 5, 000;10, 000;
15, 000;20, 000;
40,000

Plant Factor Fp fraction 0. 7,0. 8, 0.9,1.0

Reactor Thermal Power Pt MW 375, 450, 600, 750,
900

Fuel Element Cooling
Time tc days 120

TABLE 2

VALUES ASSIGNED TO PARAMETERS EXTERNAL TO COMPUTER PROGRAM

Parameter. Symbo Units Values

Plant Efficiency Factor % 25 to 40
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From the compilation depicting the parametric variation of

total fuel cycle unit energy cost, graphs were constructed

wherein total fuel cycle unit energy cost (cf) was plotted as

a function of reactor thermal power (Pt), while the in-

fluence of burnup (B) and plant factor (F ) was expressed

parametrically for a fixed initial enrichment (Ei) and the.

number of zones in the core (Z). These graphs were drawn

on transparencies. By overlaying these graphs, the extent

of parametric influence of initial enrichment (E), burnup (B),

and number of zones in the core (Z) on total fuel cycle unit

energy cot could be observed. (9)

Initial enrichment (E.) and burnup (B) were found to be

primary variables; total fuel cycle unit energy cost is

sensitive to the value of these variables as demonstrated

in Figure 1. The other independent parameters, namely

number of zones (Z), reactor thermal power (Pt), and plant

factor (Fp), had a secondary effect. In fact, one predetermined

parameter, spent -fuel cooling time (tc), had such a negligible

effect on total fuel cycle unit energy cost that for all practical

purposes, it can be considered a constant. (10) Hence, one

variable is advantageously eliminated. Spent fuel cooling

time was realistically fixed at 120 days.

(9) Development of total fuel cycle unit energy cost curves,

(10)For further discussion on this point, see Figure 3 of final report.
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The variation (11) of total fuel cycle unit energy cost (cf) with

respect to reactor thermal power (Pt) and plant factor (F)

was found to be relatively insensitive to the initial enrich-

ment (Ei), burnup (B), and number of zones in the core (Z).

The deviation introduced by this variation when using adjacent

specific values of initial enrichment or burnup did not exceed

.005 mills/kwhr in magnitude; hence, adjacent specific

values of these parameters are applicable to a range of values

as well as to the specific cases without sacrificing accuracy.

Similarly, the variation of fuel cycle unit energy cost with

respect to reactor thermal power (Pt) and plant factor (F )

was found to be essentially independent of the number of

zones in the core: (Z); the same correction factor can be em-

ployed in 2 to 5 zone cores, but a separate treatment must be

applied to batch loaded cores. At higher enrichments, the

sensitivity of this variation to zone number increased, but

individual zone number considerations were not warranted

in the region.

It was evident that the total fuel cycle unit energy cost (cf)

could be conveniently broken down into two components:

one depending on the primary variables, establishing a

reference value (cf, reference value ); and one depending

(11) Variation refers here to curve shape and not to absolute value of fuel
cycle unit energy cost.
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on the secondary variables, determining a correction factor

( 1 cf) applicable to this reference value. (12) Recent

physics results have demonstrated that the SENN reference

design reactor core is supercritical at an initial enrichment

above 2. 5% for the fuel management schemes studied;

therefore, values of A 1 cf are not presented for an enrich-

ment above 2.75%. Further corrections to the total fuel

cycle unit energy cost are necessary to account for deviations

for fabrication costd4 2 cf) and shipping costs (LI3 cf) from

base values utilized in the calculation. These corrections

follow directly from the total fuel cycle unit energy cost

equations, and they are additive to the predetermined

reference value (cf, reference value). Thus, for a given

case, total fuel cycle unit energy cost (dfl\-1), based on

reactor thermal power (Pt), is conveniently determined by

using interpolation to evaluate parameters that are inter -

mediate in the specified parametric values. It is essential

to adjust the final total fuel cycle unit energy cost (cf) to a

net electrical basis by taking into account the over-all

efficiency of energy conversion or plant efficiency factor .

To facilitate rapid evaluation of diverse and intermediate

parametric case studies, and to depict the influence of

specific parameters, graphs were constructed for a total

(12) AppendixVol 3 of final report
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fuel cycle unit energy cost reference value as a function

of the primary parameters at fixed values for the secon-

dary parameters (cf, reference value).

A series of graphs for the following total fuel cycle unit

energy cost correction factors for variable values of the

(13)
primary parameters were also prepared:

1. reactor thermal power and plant factor correction

(d1 cf, figures 2 - 8) as a function of the secon-

dary parameters, (Pt, Fp, Z) for variable values

of the primary parameters (Ei, B).

2. fabrication cost correction (02cf, Figure 9)

accounts for a deviation in fabrication cost from

base values. Refer to the appendix for the de-

velopment of the curves.

3. shipping charge correction ( 3 cf)

allows for the variation of shipping charges from

domestic shipping charges listed in the AEC recom-

mended schedule. The development of this curve

is similar to the fabrication cost correction above.

Assessment of shipping charges, including insur-

ance and cask costs is such a complex
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problem that a detailed procedure for

estimating such costs is presently being

prepared in conjunction with this study for

subsequent use in estimating the shipping

correction, \3cf. This procedure will be

issued with the final report.

The over-all correction to total fuel cycle unit energy

cost (C = ) introduced by the plant efficiency factor

() in order to base costs on a net electrical basis

(cj) is presented graphically, where the plant efficiency

factor () is varied parametrically. The final report

Vol 3, Fuel Cycle Analysis will contain a detail of

the computer code development in addition to calcula-

tional charts discussed above,
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5. POWER PLANT AVAILABILITY

Power plant availability is defined as the ratio of unit

days in service to the sum of days out of service plus days in service. The

availability of a nuclear power plant will be largely affected by the refueling

frequency and time required to perform refueling operations. This section

includes a review of availability data applicable to conventional plants and

data reported for currently operating reactor types in addition to a detailed

examination of refueling procedures for the reference plant.

5.1 Fossil Plant Experience

In the development of the Fuel Management Study,

it is important to relate availability factors pertaining to components of

currently operating fossil plants to related fuel plant components of a nuclear

plant to determine the extent plant availability will be affected by common

components.

Considerable experience and data have been developed

for conventional fossil-type plants to determine the effects of system com-

ponents on over-all plant availability. Many of these components are identical

with those used in nuclear power plants. These include such items as con-

densers, pumps, heaters, turbine generators, and related equipment.

Factors pertaining to boiler performanc.., of course, are not applicable and

would be replaced by assumptions applying to the nuclear steam supply system.

The EEI Prime Movers Committee has generated data

annually for various utility power plants to correlate effects on power plant

availability of various components. The purpose of this work is to identify
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those factors which cause forced and scheduled maintenance outages as a

function of equipment type, size, pressure and temperature rating. While

application of these data cannot be made directly to nuclear power plants,

there are elements in common which will permit use of existing data to

rationalize effects of various components on nuclear power plant availability.

These data will be used in certain areas to rationalize over-all plant

availability for the Fuel Management Study.

There are relatively consistent trends evidenced in

conventional type plant operations which point to higher initial outages of

developmental designs such as supercritical type plants. Outage rates for

such plants in the so-called immature stage of operation are generally

diminished relatively early in plant life. It is probable that nuclear plants

will fall into this category.

Data for fossil power plants shows that the average

for turbine generator condenser availability factors is in the range of

92% to 94%, including effects of forced and scheduled outage. (See Fig. 5-1)

FIGURE 5-1
OPERATING AVAILABILITY TURBINE -GENERATOR -CONDENSER

100(Including Scheduled and Forced Ourage)

95 

90 ___ _ _ _

. 85

50- 90- 130- 20-

82 125 180 325
NAMEPLATE CAPACITY - MWE

Figure III - 59 - 1 and
Figure 1V - 59 - 1
EEI Reports - 1959
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A summary of existing fossil plant data indicate that plant availabilities are

affected by forced outage rates of approximately 2% with planned maintenance

at approximately 6% after an initial period of operation. During the first

year, a forced outage rate of approximately 4% may be experienced, due to

normal startup difficulties.

5.2 Reactor Plant Operating Experience

Operating experience from currently constructed reactor

plants is obviously limited, however, sufficient experience has been obtained

to indicate a pattern and to permit generalizations concerning reactor plant

availability, including effects of refueling operations.

The Dresden plant (similar to SENN) has operated

at availabilities of 96% between refuelings. During the period June -

September 1961, Dresden experienced a demand from the system at 84% of

rated capacity. (2)

Operational difficulties of control rod metallurgical

problems at Dresden are obvious developmental problems to be expected in

the so-called "immature" stage of operation. Operating availabilities

irrespective of refueling down times can be expected to equal or improve

upon fossil plant availabilities for second and third generation plants if

extrapolations are made from both military and civilian operating experience.

A tabulation of actual experience in performing re-

fueling operations has been reported for the Dresden reactor. (2) Recalling

(1Jos in, Murray, Dresden up to now, Nuclear Power, Radiation and
Isotopes, Pg. 62

(2) Hoyt, Harlank, Dresden Operating Experience, 1962 Nuclear Congress -
June 4 - 7, 1962, Pg. 3.
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that the SENN and Dresden plants are of similar type it is of interest to

compare actual performance with the design refueling time estimates as

is shown in Table 5-2.
TABLE 5-2

SENN ESTIMA TED REFUELING TIMES AND DRESDEN REFUELING TIME

SENN (Design) Dresden (2)
Operat ion

1. React or Shutdown Preparations
a. Cooling
b. Removing Vessel Head

Shielding Blocks
c. Turning Vane & Vessel

Head Removal
d. Raising Water Level

2. Installation & Testing of Core
Monitoring Instrumentation

3. Reactor Maintenance &
Inspect ion

4. Refueling Operations
a. Replace Fuel
b. Fuel Shuffiing

5. Core Reactivity Tests Including
Control Rod Worth, Shutdown Margin

6. Startup Preparations
a. Turning Vane & Vessel Head

Replacement
b. Water Level Lowered
c. Vessel Hydrotest
d. Fuel Canal Decontaminated

7. Pre -startup Safet.y Test

Time -Hours Time-Hours

52 144

48

48

96

240

240

48
576

24 days

8

16

30

16

62

24
(Assuming Col. 198
Not Additive)

8 $ days
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It is noted that the entire refueling operation required

approximately one month with refueling and reshuffling operations requiring

less than 20% of the total time.

The Dresden and SENN designs provide for bottom

mounted control drives and for flooded refueling operations. These features

might be expected to minimize access and fuel handling times in contrast

with top mounted drives and dry refueling designs. The flooded refueling

opera tion requires provision of canals, increased demineralized water

supply and vessel skirt seals.

The Calder Hall reactor plants are of substantially

different design but have developed a pattern of operating experience in-

dicating improvements in nuclear plant availability with time. These im-

provements relate primarily to reductions in refueling downtime. Table 5-3

shows a breakdown of effects of various operations on availability.

TABLE 5-3

CALDER HALL PLANT AVAILABILITY

1957 1958 1959 1960 1961
100 - -

Maintenance, inspection 0.0 0.5 0.6 2.2 0.7

Monitoring 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.6

Experimental program 0.4 2 3 2 4 2.9 1.7

Faulty fuel/detection, discharge 0.9 2. 8 3.1 1. 6 0. 7

Absorber repatterning 1.7 1.1 2.0 0.8 0.6

Scrams 2.2 3.3 2.3 1.5 1.4

Refueling 90 15.3 22.5 5.0 6.7 6.2

Total downtime(%) 20.8 33.0 15.7 16.1 11.9
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Although reductions in refueling times have been made,

it appears that the refueling period is in the order of one month.

The Yankee pressurized water reactor plant has opera-

ted at plant factors in excess of 70% with a reported nuclear steam supply

availability of 95%. (1) Operational difficulties related to turbine vibration,

valve leakage, and turbine governing system have been reported in the

initial stages of operation. These difficulties have subsequently been cor-

rected.

The first refueling is essentially completed which in-

volved replacement of galling core internals and correction of other observable

core defects. The entire operation has required in excess of 6 weeks, however,

operating personnel feel confident that subsequent refuelings can be completed

in approximately one month.

The original Yankee core design was based on single

batch operation. Subsequent studies (2) indicate the Desirability of transfer-

ring to a two-region core loading for core three with a predicted decrease in

fuel cycle costs of approximately 2 mills/kwhr. This incentive compares

favorably with results of this study applicable to the boiling water reactor

design.

5.3 Reference Design Refueling Operations

Current procedures and refueling time estimates for

(TFCoe et all Presentation at ANS Meeting June 20, 1962
(2) J. Tribble Yankee Atomic - Yankee Fuel Cycle Development 1962 ANS

Meeting
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the SENN reactor were obtained during a meeting and review with SENN

operating personnel.

Layout studies have been completed to permit visualiza-

tion of the refueling steps and are included in Appendix B. Drawings applicable

to these studies are listed as follows:

Drawing Title Drawing No.

Preparing for Reactor Opening 88M-6 RO

Unbolting Reactor Head 88M -7 RO

Flooding Upper Level 88M-8 RO

Removing Reactor Head 88M-9 RO

Removal of Center Fuel 88M -10 RO

Transfer of Spent Fuel 88M-11 RO

Fuel Shuffling in Core 88M-12 RO

Replacing Reactor Head 88M-13 RO

Unflooding Upper Level 88M-14 RO

Bolting Reactor Head 88M-15 RO

Preparing for Startup 88M-16 RO

A list of expected work contemplated for the SENN plant

during the refueling operation is shown below. The assumption is made that

all replacement fuel required is readily available and located for immediate

installation into the core.
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Estimated
Time.

(1) Reactor shutdown preparations - 52 hours

These operations incorporate the necessary

work of shutting down the reactor and preparing the

reactor vessel and surrounding area for refueling.

(a) Reactor cooling

(b) Removing vessel head shielding blocks

(c) Turning vane and vessel head removal

(d) Raising water level in the canal and storage pool

In estimating the total time for these activities, considera-

tion has been given to t he fact that some of the functions

overlap each other in performance. For example, removal

of the shielding blocks and vessel head bolts are performed

concurrently with a portion of the vessel cooling downtime

and, therefore, the individual operating times are not con-

sidered as strictly additive.

(2) Installation and testing of core monitoring 16 hours
instrumentation -

This activity involves the installation of

compensated ion chambers and their connections to

the plant nuclear instrumentation. These instruments

are used to monitor the neutron flux during fuel handling

operations. This additional monitoring operation is
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required during refueling operations because the out-

of -core instrumentation is usually re motely loaded from

the area of operation and unable to monitor flux changes

quickly enough for safe performance.

(3) Reactor maintenance and inspection - 16 hours

This scope of operation covers such functions

as borescope inspections of reactor vessel internals,

removal and replacement of samples used in monitoring

the vessel for neutron damage, control rod drive inspec-

tion and maintenance, and any other miscellaneous work

within or on the reactor vessel requiring reactor shutdown.

A number of these activities can be performed simultane-

ously considering the area of operation is not overlapping

or adverse to safety regulations.

(4) Refueling operations (20% of core) -

The refueling operations are related to the

fuel replacement and fuel handling activities.

(a) Replacing fuel

(b) Fuel shuffling

30 hours
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(5) Core reactivity tests -

These are tests required to verify control

rod worth, shutdown margin, checking core effect of

any new fuel design, etc.

(6) Startup preparations -

These operations incorporate the work re-

quired in making the reactor vessel and surrounding

area ready for startup operation.

(a) Turning vane and vessel head replaced

(b) Water level lowered

(c) Vessel hydrotest

(d) Fuel canal decontaminated

In these preparations it is considered again that the

operations are overlapping in performance time and

are not measured on an individual time performance

basis.

(7) Pre-startup safety test -

These tests cover various "checkouts"

required to assure safe reactor operation prior to

reactor startup. For example, a complete checkout

for satisfactory performance is made on the safety
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system with such components as control rod drives

receiving specific attention as to scram speeds, normal

operating speeds, friction tests, coupling tests, latching

tests, etc.

Total estimated reactor shutdown time 198 hours
(8 days)

With reference to the work and time requirements

estimated on the preceding pages under the title of "Reactor Shutdown

For Refueling", the list below indicates that portion of the total down-

time which directly pertains to the refueling operation. The efficiency

of the work listed below is a function of the fuel handling operation and

the fuel handling equipment operator. The method of fuel handling as

well as the fuel handling procedures are flexible in order to permit any

field changes necessary to reduce the over-all fuel handling time.

Estimated
Tine

(1) (301 - 400) Preparation for Refueling
(excluding reactor cooling)

Follow normal sequence. Reactor vessesl

is not prepared for fuel removal. Reactor cooling has

been excluded in the estimated refueling preparation

time because it is considered to be a fixed time value

48 hours
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for all reactor shutdown requirements. Altering fuel

handling procedures or fuel handling equipment will

not affect the cooling downtime required during reactor

shutdowns.

(2) (401 - 500) Fuel Removal - 20% of Core 10.5 hours
(excluding fuel shuffling)

Follow normal sequence removing and re-

placing each fuel assembly in one operation. Fuel

shuffling has been excluded in the estimated fuel

removal time because it is desirable to arrive at the

minimum attainable downtime possible. This assumes

a quick replacement is made of spent fuel with new fuel

without additional time spent in fuel shuffling.

(3) (901 - 1000) New Fuel Installation - 20% of core 10.5 hours
(excluding fuel shuffling)

Follow normal sequence picking up new fuel

assembly from the side of the fuel storage pool and

placing spent fuel assembly at the bottom of the fuel

storage pool.
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(4) (1000 - 1001) Preparation for Startup (excluding 52 hours
vessel hydro and fuel canal decontamination)

Follow normal procedure.

Vessel hydro is excluded in the estimated

startup preparation time because it is considered to

be a fixed safety requirement attributed to all reactor

startups and not just refueling. Altering fuel handling

procedures or fuel handling equipment will not affect

the vessel hydro time requirement.

Fuel canal decontamination is excluded in the

estimated startup preparation time because this opera-

tion may be accomplished at a time other than when it

is required to have a minimum reactor downtime for

refueling.

Total estimated refueling time 121 hours
(Based on fuel removal = to 20% of core) (5 days)
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5.4 SUMMARY OF REFUELING EFFECTS

The most optimistic projections for refueling a pres-

surized water reactor of the Shippingport or Yankee types are based on

thirty days to complete a refueling operation. Estimates for the flooded

refueling SENN type design predict a minimum downtime of four days,

although Dresden reported 24 days as actually required for refueling

operations. From a preliminary evaluation of plant operational data, it

appears that downtime required for refueling can be associated with the

reactor and refueling design scheme. For example, reactor types with

top-mounted control drives or complex vessel internals (i. e., steam

separation or integral superheat) where numerous operations are required

for core access may well require longer refueling downtimes than a reactor

design which avoids such complexities and permits ready access to the

core.

The incremental cost gains theoretically obtainable by

a given fuel management program can be greatly compromised where exces-

sive downtime is required for performance of such operations. Results

of this study predict potential refueling times for required operations;

however, variations from the reference conditions have been presented in

parametric form. This permits an evaluation of the shift in optimum fuel

management program as a function of refueling downtime.
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The differential cost effects of various downtime periods

for refueling was shown on Fig. 3-10. The incentive for on-stream re-

fueling, for example, exceeds 1 Mill/Kwhr where refueling times of 8 weeks

are required. As would be expected, the incentive for an increased number

of zones is diminished as the refueling time is increased.

Due to the limited exposure potential of the single batch

case, a large incentive exists for a fuel management program independent

of the refueling shutdown interval.

It is obvious that programs in reactor development leading

to greater design complexities must involve careful consideration of the

effects of such complexities on availability for fuel management and on

minimizing downtime for performing such operations.

The above considerations involve differential gains of

several Mills/Kwhr for fuel management with incentives in the order of

1 Mill/Kwhr for reducing excessive downtime. These incentives are of

sufficient magnitude to require close investigation of development pro-

grams with potential incentives of a few tenths of a Mill/Kwhr where a

compromise is required on fuel management potential and refueling

availability.
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6. PLANT DESIGN AND COST

Fuel Management effects on fuel cycle unit cost have

been developed and are discussed in Section 4. As was stated earlier,

the capability of the fixed reference design is variable depending on the

type of fuel management and rod programming scheme selected. The

approach used in this study has been to determine all cost increments

affected by a selected fuel management scheme including fuel, capital,

operation and maintenance, and insurance. The purpose of this section

is to develop the cost relationship with unit size for the reference reactor

such that these costs can be combined with fuel cycle costs and avail-

ability factors to predict unit cost results presented in Section 3.

6.1 PLANT DESIGN

It was assumed that the range of capability of the refer-

ence reactor would be bracketed between 100 and 255 MWE depending on

type of fuel management considered. Plant design studies were therefore

investigated for this size range in sufficient detail to permit a differential

cost estimate based on the reference plant design rating at 150 MWE.

Plant layout studies and design analysis were completed

for the range of the plant sizes to determine variations in ratings vs plant

size for all principle variables including component ratings, containment,

shielding, piping, pumping energy requirements and related characteristics

in preparing capital cost estimates for the plants.
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Results of the analysis depicting changes in plant thermal

efficiency with unit size are shown on Fig. 6-1. Changes in plant thermal

efficiency with unit size are determined principally by changes in turbine

efficiencies in addition to effects of auxiliary power requirements. The

rates of primary and secondary steam flow as a function of unit size are

shown on Fig. 6-2. The ratios of primary and secondary steam flow were

established to maintain a constant reactor inlet recirculating water temp-

erature.

The principle plant design parameters determined by the

design study are tabulated in Tables 6-1 and 6-2. Results of these design

studies were applied in the preparation of plant layout drawings. These

drawings and applicable design data formed the basis of power plant cost

estimates. Layout studies for the 225 MWE plant are included in Appendix C.

6,2 PLANT CAPITAL COST

Capital cost estimates were prepared for three plant unit

sizes based on plant layout studies and design analysis.

The cost tabulation was prepared in accordance with the

AEC Code of Accounts for all plant items which are variable with the ref-

erence reactor capability as affected by fuel management. The cost analysis

was based on ground rules established in the AEC Cost Handbook. Cost

variations were determined to show incremental cost differences with

plant capability as result from the various fuel management programs.
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TABLE 6-1
DESIGN DATA

PRINCIPAL FLOWS ON KWH BASIS
FOR

VARYING PLANT SIZES

Net Output KW 100,000 ,Q225,000

Total Steam lb/kwh 13.620 13.554 13.494

Prim Steam 10.404 10.358 10.316

Sec Steam 3.216 3.196 3.178

HP Turb - In 13.500 13.456 13.420
HP Turb - Out 12.180 12.158 12.130
IP Turb - In 11.900 12.008 12.010
IP Turb - Out 9.740 9.764 9.720
LP Turb - In 8.720 8.746 8.700
LP Turb - Out 7.970 7.996 7.930

19.58 BLDR STM 1.067 1.062 1.060
19.58 BLDR WTR 0.192 0.192 0.192

84.3 BLDR STM 0.747 0.757 0.797
84.3 BLDR WTR 0.243 0.246 0.258

29.9 BLDR STM " 0.932 0.923 0.922
29.9 BLDR WTR 0.296 0.293 0.292

IPX BLDR STM 0.095 0.094 0.094
IPX BLDR WTR 0.337 0.336 0.335

MS BLDR STM 0.089 0.088 0.088
MS BLDR WTR 0.501 0.499 0.498

6.3 BLDR STM 0.437 0.441 0.455
6.3 BLDR WTR 0.111 0.110 0.114

4th HTRQ "1.267 1.260 1.256

3rd HTR Q 1.180 1.153 1.180

2nd HTR Q 1.230 1.216 1.214

1st HTR Q 1.678 1.615 1.617
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TABLE 6-2
DESIGN DATA

FOR
VARYING PLANT SIZE

Tentative Pipe Size Tabulation

Electrical Output MWE Net

Reactor Outlet (eight)

Drum Water Outlet (four)

Header - Pump Inlet (two)

Pump Outlet - Reactor Inlet (two)

P. Steam Out of Drum (six)

P. Steam Header (two)

S. Steam Out of Gen (two)

S. Steam Header (one)

P. Feed Header (one)

P. Feed To Drum (three)

S. Feed Header (one)

S. Feed To Gen (two)

Demin System (two)

SMALL

100

14

18

24

20

10

16

10

14

8

5

5

4

5

NORMAL
150

16

20

28

24

12

18

12

16

10

6

6

5

6

All pipe sizes are nominal inches.
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225

18

24

30

26

16

22

16

20

12

8

8

6
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An outline of those principal variable items is listed by

AEC Accounts as follows:

Act 20 - Land and Land Rights

Land areas only, differences in roads and power
lines not considered significant.

Acct 21 - Structures and Improvements

Turbine Building
Vent Stack
Reactor Containment Structure

Acct 21 - Reactor Plant Equipment

Emergency Condenser
Reactor Circulating Pumps
Reactor Coolant Piping
Primary Steam Drum
Secondary Steam Generators
Demineralizers (Full Flow)
Feedwater Heaters
Feedwater Pumps
Steam and Condensate Piping

Acct 23 - Trine-Generator Units

Turbine Foundation
Turbine -Generator
Circulating Water Piping and Tunnels
Intake and Discharge Structures
Condenser and Auxiliaries

For the above AEC Accounts, the variable items were

estimated and the 100 MWE and 225 MWE items compared with the 150

MWE unit as a base. In the case of the Acct 24 - Accessory Electric

Equipment, a curve was plotted from published data on cost existing

BWR Plants completed or under construction.
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Acct 25 - Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment

No significant variable cost items were considered
to be in this account.

Cost Summary - A summary tabulation of total and differential cost in

these various accounts is tabulated in Table 6-3.

TABLE 6-3

100 MWE 150 MWE
M$

M$ Less Than
Total 150MW&e$

100 40 140

2,755 846 3,601

(Cost Estimate to be completed)

5,178 1,713 6,891

750 260 1,010

225 MWE

M$

More than
M$ 150 MWe

200 60

4,734 1,133

9,620

1,410

2,729

400

Considering the trend toward lower capital costs for

second and third generation nuclear power plants, it is generally desir-

able to reflect any cost studies in terms of differentials. For the purpose

of this preliminary report an absolute value of the reference plant capital

cost is based on the Boiling Water Reactor Study Series TID-8500. Using

the cost value from this source for the reference 150 MWE plant, the

calculated differential costs can be applied to determine the relationship

of cost vs plant rating. Fig. 6-3 depicts the capital cost vs size trend

for the range of plants which were considered.
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6.3 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS

An estimate of total manhours for performance of fuel

management activities was made and is presented in Appendix B. The

effect of the frequency and duration of fuel management activities on

Operation and Maintenance Cost will depend to an extent on the practice

of the Utility operator. Generally speaking, a nuclear plant will be one of

a series of plants where maintenance is scheduled and based on system

load factors and unit incremental rates. Maintenance personnel for large

utility systems generally perform services on a fixed schedule for each

unit of a system such that highly effective use of manpower results.

Utility operators of systems which include nuclear units

have stated that operating and maintenance personnel for nuclear plants

on their systems are not expected to be greatly in excess of those re-

quired for similar sized fossil plants.

The results presented in Section 3 indicate that the dif-

ferential cost incentives between number of zones (which determines the

refueling frequency) is not of significant magnitude between 3 and 4 batch

systems. It therefore appears reasonable to consider that variations in

system load factors may be controlling in scheduling refueling operations.

Thus, the fuel management scheme may be varied to be compatible with

seasonal or annual load variations which will establish the commitment

of maintenance personnel for refueling operations.
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Based on the foregoing discussion, it is assumed that no

major variation in operating and maintenance costs will result for the

variations in refueling schemes considered in this report.

Operation and Maintenance costs therefore are based on

recommendations of the AEC Cost Evaluation Handbook. Operation and

Maintenance costs as related to plant unit size are shown on Figure 6-4.

6 4 INSURANCE

Insurance costs were included in the evaluation because

of the variation with plant unit size. Two types of insurance are discussed

including All-Risk property and Nuclear Liability.

6.4.1 All-Risk Property Insurance

The AEC Cost Evaluation Handbook, Section 510, P. 3,

indicates that nuclear property insurance costs will be approximately

0.40% of valuation per year. Insurance executives have stated that there

will be some variation from this percentage in that each plant will be in-

dividually rated. A mutual insurance company executive has stated there

will always be a retrospective clause which will permit returning some

of the premium after a number of years provided that no severe losses have

been encountered.

The AEC handbook compares the 0.4% premium for

nuclear property insurance with an equiva'.ent 0.25% premium for fossil

type plants,
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There are two nuclear liability insurance syndicates which

jointly can offer insurance up to $60,000,000.

NE LIA - Nuclear Energy Liability Insurance Association

MAELU - Mutual Atomic Energy Liability Underwriters.

The established premium rate may be estimated from the

following table:

Amount

First $1M

Next $4M

Next $5M

Next $1OM

Next $20M

Total$60M

Rate/Million

40,000

20,000

8,000

4,000

2,000

Annual Premium

$40,000

80,000

40,000

40,000

20,000

Total $260'000

These rates are expected to be reduced after a few years'

experience.

The amount of liability insurance required is set by law,

varying from $150 to $300 per licensed KWt, depending upon a population

factor for the United States.

There is also a moderate government licensing fee which

helps financing liability costs in excess of $60,000,000.

Figure 6-5 shows the relationship of insurance costs to

unit size as determined by the schedules defined above. These costs were

factored into the results discussed in Section 4.
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EURATOM FUEL MANAGEMENT
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EURATOM FUEL MANAGEMENT
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EURATOM FUEL MANAGEMENT
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EURATOM FUEL MANAGEMENT
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EURATOM FUEL MANAGEMENT
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EURATOM FUEL MANAGEMENT
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EURATOM FUEL MANAGEMENT
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EURATOM FUEL MANAGEMENT
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EURATOM FUEL MANAGEMENT
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EURATOM FUEL MANAGEMENT
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EURATOM FUEL MANAGEMENT
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EURATOM FUEL MANAGEMENT
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EURATOM FUEL MANAGEMENT
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EURATOM FUEL MANAGEMENT
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TABLE

SEINN

PLANT REFERENCE DESIGN DATA DESIGN DATA SLMARY

Bid Revised
A. GENERAL April 1958 'arch ig62

Thermal Power (Rated) MW 507.8 506.5

Station Net Output MV 150
6

Stea Flow - Primary Ibe/hr 1.543x10
Secondary I ba/hr 0.479x10

7
Coolant Flow Rate Ibe/hr 1.831.10

8. REACTOR VESSEL

1. GENERAL

Inside Diameter in . 136 141
Inside Throat Diameter in. 129-58 141

Inside Length (Including heads) in. 42 445.1/4

Clad (304 ELC SS) in. 3/8 v4

Cylindrical Well Thickness

(including 1/4 In. clad) in. 5-3/8 5

Top Head Thickness (min.

including clad) in. 5-3/8 4-1/4

Bottom Head Thickness (min.

including clad) in. 7 S

Maximum Rote of Change of

Vessel Water Temperature "F/hr 100

Pressure - Normal Operation psig 1000

- Design psig at OF 1250 at 650

- Test psig 1860 1875

Number of Control Drive

Penetrations 68 89

Weight of Vessel and Contents,

Normal Operation tons 387 400

a) CORE ASSEMBLY

Core Diameter (Circumscribed

circle) in. 116.2 121.2

Core Diameter (circle of

equivalent area) in. 110 114.6

Reflector Thickness (minimum) in. 6 6.2

Thermal Shield Thickness in. 2 1

Water Space Between Thermal

Shield and Vessel in. 2
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Active Core Height

Moderator-to-Fuel Volume Ratio
(in control region, cold)

Number of Fuel Assemblies

b) FUEL ASSEMBLY

Fuel Material

Fuel Preparation Processt

Fuel Density (cold)

Fuel Pellet Olameter (cold)

Active Fuel Length

Standard Rods

Special Rods

Overall Length of Fuel Assembly

Number of Fuel Assembl ies
Number of Fuel Rods per

Fuel Assembly
Standard Rods
Special Rods

Number of Segments per Fuel Rod
Total Number of Fuel Rode
Fuel Rod Pitch (square array)
Fuel Rod Jacket Material
Fuel Rod Jacket Thicknese
fuel Rod Outside Oiameter

(all rods)
Channel all Thickness

Width of Channel Side insidee)

(both types)

Wight of Zirceloy-2 Channel

Total Weight of U in Reactor

Approx. Total Weight of One
Fuel Assembly (including

Channel)

a) CONTROL ELEMENTS

Number (Regulating)

Pitch (Square Array)

Travel

Shape

81d

ApEil 1958

111.-/4in.

2.13
384

Uo
2

Powdered, os.
pressed into pellets

and aintered.
10.4

.494

3
gW'oim

in.

)
)

In.

104.5

134-1/4

384

36

4

14 807

0.710

Ar
0.030

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

Ib.

Ib.

lb.

in.

in.

0.563
0.060 Zr

4.29

29.4
91, 260

375

68

9.962

106

cross

102

21Revised

?ar h 1962

108

2.1
208

10.48

.469

105.7

103.4
129

208

81

69 at 2.1$ e
12 at 1.6% e
2

16,848

0.681

0.534

0.083 Zr or
0.060 US

6.19

50

101,300

750

89

106.5



Width

Thickness

Active Length

Overall Length
Poison

in

in.

in.

In.

Bid

April 1958

6.5

0.375

102

115-3/8

SS 2% Boron

Revised 3

March 1962

8.56
0.312

107.5

120

0 C Powder
4

Compaoi on

Density 7%
Velocity - Normal insertion

& Withdrawal

Scram Time (Total Insertion

including response time
to signal received)

Normal Drive

Scram Drive

Scram Souroce

No. of Control Rods per

Acoumul ator

Accumul ator Pressure

Weight of Control Element

(in air)

Weight of moving parta/

assembly y

Total Statio Weight of

Elements & Drives

dl PHYSI CSa

Geometric Buckling

Cold, Clean

Hot, Clean

3

hydraulic

hydraul io

accumul store

backed by vessel

pressure

3

1400

t Flux Distribution & Flattening
Operational adjustment of control rods combined with design flow distribution pattern

will be used to maintain a peak flux not exceeding the values shown, Spatial distribution

of the flux will be varied during operation of the core to obtain optimum fuel utilization

Such variation in flux and, consequently, steam bubble distributions in the core will

effect much of the data set forth below. The listed data should, therefore, be considered

as characteristic of a typical average flux distribution.

103

In/aec. 6

so

3

SS

1

psig

lbs

Ibs

tons

150 am.

202 180

22

-2
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-2

cm

23.5
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3.60x10~4
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4.

Bid

April 1958

Fuel Reaotivity

L k off- Cold, Clean

Not, Clean

boiliing, clean (average voids)

boiling, new fuel + Xe, S.
boiling, discharge fuel + Xe,

So (ave.)

Reactivity Coefficients (Olean fuel)

k - Doppler (fuel)ooeffiolent

TeoperaturE Cojfflofe nt

Vold Coorfloient (Avg.) /A Voldo

1.22

1.21

1.19

1.15

Revised

Ctr cI tGh

Zr Channels

1.240

1.247

1.225

1.190

$S Channels

1.128

1.134

1.100

1.075

0.970

-S (2)
.1.0,10

.2 (2)
.7.2.10

,v ...2.10 5

-. (1)
.1.1x 10

-4 (1)

-2.7x10-

leat Flux Peaking Factor

Grose

Axial

Radial

Local (inol. Inter control rod)

Overpower

Over-al I

Thermal Neutron Flux

Average flux in fuel at

rated power

Peak flux in fuelat 125

percent of rated power

Total Control Strength Required

Exossa hoff - cold, no Xe,
start of fuel cyole

Shutdown margin, It
Required Control Capacity, k.

off

Total worth of control system, oold k
off

SS Channels

C Control rods

Total worth of control yate, hot k
of f

SS Channels

%C(Control rods

(1) at rated temperature

(2) average over the entire temperature range

2.24

1.4

1.6

1.3

1.25

3.66

2
WNm -sec

2
VOM -sec

2.04.
I.70

1.20

3.9

13
2,2x10

13
8.6x10

.23

. 28

-10

.10

13
2.6x0

13
9. 5x 10

.12

.16

.16

.23
-10

.28

'30

no voi ds

avg. voids
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@) FUEL CYCLE

Design Exposure

Enr I chant

initial

Final

Final Plutonium Concentration

Uranium Vwoughppt (00%

load factor)

Fuel Assembly Replacemanta

per cycle

IW /T

%U-235
%U-235
%Pu (total)

tb/yr.

12.000

1,84

.88(4

3240750

Standard ofecal

2.1 1.6

1.10(3) .30(3)

.52 .40

22,j800

20

f) HEAT TRANSFER

teat Transfer Area

Heat Flux

Average at rated power

Maximua at design over-

power (125%)

Maximum temperatures at

design overpower (1259 rated)

Center fuel

Outside jaoket

2 -3
ft 10

2 -S
btu/hr-ft 10

2 -6
btpuhr-ft 10

OF

OF

Over-all masas average fuel

temperature at rated

power

g) Fl I D FLOW

Primary Reoirouleaion flow rate

Reactor inlet coolant oonditiona

Enthalpy

Subcooling

Reactor vessel exit steam

quality at rated power

Coolant flow through fuel

channels

Coolant flow outside fuel

ohatvel s

Core pressure drop (inol.

elevation head)

at 11.000 M/t exposure

at 12.000 e 3

-6
lb/hr 10

btv/ lb.

btu/lb,

% wt.

-6
lb/hr 10

-6
lb/hr 10

sel

105

5.

Old

Aprl1 1958

Revi ead

March Io$2

17.75

.976

.357

.810

.315

4700

502
4230
585

10001200

10.31

503.2
41.5

501.9
42.8

0.0

17.70

7.9

1631

1.93

(3)

(4)

.70

7.7 7



Over-all moderator-stea volume

fraction

Minimum burn-out margin

C. PRIMARY STEAM DRtM

Pressure

Primary Steam Rate
Riser Fluid Rate

0. SECONDARY STEAM GENERATORS

Number
Type

Secondary Steam Rate (For 2 units)
Total Coolant Rate
Pressure (di soharge)
Heating Fluid inlet Temperature
Heating Fluid Outlet Temperature

eUU vertieel
Ib/hr

lb/hr

pF
eF

2

tube single shall

479,400 6
18,195x10

500

530.4 531
512.4 512

9. ,IURBIE

Type

Capacity (at 1.250 Hg absolute)

Make.Up

Speed

Primary Steam inlet Pressure (dry

and saturated)
Secondary Steam inlet Pressure

F. GENERATOR

Capacity (at .80 P.F. and at

30 peig H )
H Pressure

Speed

Dual admission
Double flow exhaust

Tandem oompound
160,000

0.5

1,500

kw

rpm

pals

psi a

kvs

psi
rpm

0. MAIN CONDENSER

Type

106

965
475

200,000

30

11500

Horizontal,

single pass

surface oon
denser with

divided water

boxes

014

April 1958

Revi sed 6.

0.15

2

0.17

1.7

paleis

Sb/hr

Ib/hr

990

1,543,540

18,310*000



Design Back Pressure (Absolute)

Design Steam Flow

Cooling Water Temperature

Tube Cleanliness Factor

Circulating Water Flow

H. EMERGENCY CONDENSER

Capacity, approximate

Min. Cooling after scram without

operator attention

1. FEEDWATER HEATERS

Number, Surface "U" Tube with
integral Drain Coolers

Number, Surface "U" Tube with
Condensing Surface Only

Number, Separate Orain Coolers
Number of Extraction Points
Final Temperature of Feedwater

in.of Mg

1 b/hr

OF

gal/min.

U of rated

thermal power

hours

J. P.LIMPS

Reactor Reciroulation

Reactor Feed

Condensate

Type

(Centrifugal)

Single Stage

Multi-stage

Mui ti-stege

K. DEMINERAL IZERS

Reactor Cleanup

Condensate
Waste

L. POISON SYSTEM

Material

Required

Number -

2

4

I

_Type
Mixed Bed

Mixed Bed

Mixed Bed

Capacity

115, 0001 /hr

4050

50 gpm

Sodium Pentabo-

rate

(Na B 0
2 10 16 *

10 H 0)

225O FSeurated solution at

107 Ita.ael

BId

7.

Revised

Mpr ch i9(62

1,166,710

1.25

1,221,000

59
85

160,000

6

8

3

1

1

4

375

Required

Operating

2

2

2

4070 gpo

64eF

System Actuation



Revised *

Total Doron injected

Minimum Total Negative
Reactivity (when diffused

in system)

injection Rate
Reservol Capacity

Temperature of Reservol e

No CORE SPRAY SYSTEM

Number of pumps
Capacity (Total for 2 loops)
Pressure at vessel nozales
Drop aeroas spray nozle
Flow Capacity

N. POST-INCIDENT ENCLOSURE SPRAY

Number of pumps
Capacity

Flow rate

Pump head

Emergency enclosure spray cooling
system capacity

0. REACTOR ENCLOSURE

Sphere Diameter
Sphere Design Pressure

Sphere Steel Thickness

Leekage (maximum permissible)

Ibs

keff
lb4/hr
gal.
eF

Btu/hr
psig

Palo

gPm

Btu/hr

gpm
ft

% rated heat

ft

Palo
In.

Wday
(at 26.0 psig)

108

1435

0.25
23,600

80
225

0.3

478

2W0

> 640F

a 6
25.1x0
75

50

400

2
6

24x10

500

400

1

25x10

250

6.0

160

22
1.00

26

0.94 ave.

0.5

Bid

April 1958
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ONLER 7AMe hE//1 T3

VENT -FL A A4l E REMO7 - -CONVEYOj

TURN/N4 VRN E.i ----- "

AOLD/N4 F/X MR-'FUL
/ASUL r/ C AL TRANSFER

~.- L - WrER LEVEL

SC AT TE ? REACTOR HEAD? - - 'aESOP
SHELQ/AqI AVLDYN/4 F/X fl4eETURN/G

Pao[LPL F - ra-n FUEL SrO.AC E 9Er LOO
SEL

" ;FUEL STOCA6E -.

-- -- RACKS

- - O

[O MT4/

NOTES

MON/TORQ COOL DOWN fZMPE RA T/RCS
MONITOR PAD/AT/ON AROUND ACTOR /SSCL 4/ CAD
INSPECT REACTOR -/EAD OL DING -/XTURLE
INSPECT T/RN/NG ViNE 1 - OLD/NAk FXTURE"

SECT/ON - REACTOR ENCLOSURE

- - - -- - - - -- - - -- --- - . . - - - . . . -- -- - - - - - - - - -

... ._-_-_ _.....----___ .-- .-_-_-_-__ .- --------- ------_-_-_._-_---_--- -_-_-_-----_-_---_--- --1 APPROVED 

.. .. . .. .. ... . ... . .. . .. . ... ... . . .. ...'....... ........... ...A.PP. .O.V.D. .. .-.. .-... . . . . ". . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - -- - . . .. . . _ . . . _ . . . - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -_- ._-- - _- - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - . . - - - -
-m e~ owc u m Fr a -wy CM amwnae ~ ~ O U scl Ii nr U PEo " m m a GI3

EURATOM - U.S. A.E.C.
JACKSON & MORELAND. INC., ENGINEERS BOSTON - NEW YORK

REFUELING OPERATION
PREPARING FOR OPENING REACTOR

7 738 8 KNONE NMA 1 -FOOTI 8 8 M 6

111

IEMCL SURE

1 I I I T

iiT

-.-- AI

cooL Dow REAcroR FROM N1
OPERATING POWER O 8 / 8
REMOVE SCATTER SN/ELD/NG
(OVER RAcTOR) YS 2 2 4

LOWER REACrOR WATER LEVEL /O / / /

REMOVE POOL PLU 6 8E7WEEN YS 2 2 4
POOL 9 REACTOR

REMOVE VENT FLANGE COVER NO / / /
REMOVE /NSULAr/ON FRoM
CLOSURE ( NEAD VESSEL ZAN6EA) NO 2 2 4-

PEACTOQ TIME /2
TZCA'/N/C/AN MAN- HOURS 22

r



/O M ErTc roN
CeAJE

(VDERbvTE LI/

0 0

TURwING VANE -
HOLO/MG FIXTURE

SC A T TE PR . REACT RHAff-

Sh E LALG I LD/'VN4 F/XT4E

POO PLUO

"-w

NUT Rq

7EL ECTRIC

0 O O

9CK

ENtCLaS'REa

SS METRAA
Tro CRANE

.- a

- /T CONVEYEM

SE ER TR ANSFER i

ENCL OSURE

ACMOV( 37.D5 /VO 8 2 /6

REMOVE POOL COVCR YC5 / 2 2
CHECK SEAL 81TWfCN RCACTORPN / / /
VCSSCL !DRY WLL WALL

R1 (ACTOA - _- -- 9

ZCC#A/C/4NM 4 A U0Up5 /9

SO /'W7Z'C
TON~ C~gvE

n pr TF'\O-

NOTES

MONITOR A4D/A T/ON AROUND REACTOR VSSCL AE'CAD
TAK CR~ NOT TO D4MAGC STUD TRENDS
MARK PEACTOP RLANGE /-/OL STUDS

SECTION - REACTOR ENCLOSURE

Y TY~~ -WY - 1 - . .- -~- . - - -~

am l F H -- a

-i

~t~0 1.f - i.

APPROVED _

* "" R'f

EUR ATOM - U.S. A.E.C.
JACKSON & MORELAND, INC.. ENGINEERS BOSTON - NEW YORK

REFUELING OPERATION
UNBOLTING REACTOR HEAD

7388 NONE ~IN=,FOOTI 88-M-7

112

SUPLY R9CK li
SEAL -- NW/rERLEVEL

VAN16-TU- /802ESCOPE

t A 3 - FUEL SreeAC E U/ / T LGC
i S EL PO

FUEL STAGE----
-RACKS

0O 1

-T

_

ww vuo i _,v . c w.,y..n L

.......... .....iI , I- - - -- -

MXwOP[A T/ONS P4RLan IO!RS M6N

-

1

--- -
f

------------------------ -------
------------------------ ----

----- ------------------------- -
- ------------------- ---

-- ----- ----------------- ----
---- -- -------- ----- ........

---------------------
---------------------
----------------------
----------------- -----
----- ----------- --
----------------------- -

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --- ----------------------
-

- --- ----- ----- ------- -

-- -------- ---------- --- -----
----- ------ ------ -------------- --- ---

FT -- nMRON a lvrN Or ate. 004" AM wn roalryL
N&Cwo. OfW. o-m Fet*C f . 7 -..
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/0 METreC TON

LJNOERA9TER /N4/T-

0 0 0 0 0

VEAr

TUP//A/6 A'NE
NOLD/N4 F/rWvReE

- -r* SEAL- -
SC AT TE P ' EACTgR MEWR

* E A/AlNL LD/4 F/X TZ4E TUA/A/G
ENCL OSUR E O VAA1E

POOL PLU/GA

J --

ENCLOSURE

55 M E R/G
F1xTON/CRAANE

.TER LEVEL

- -CONVEYOR

CANA/IL TRQA/SFER 

r

.1

R,9CK.,

- - -' 3OESCOPE --

T~0 FE SOA~ U/ E1T LOC

FUEL STcOA E
-- RACKS

0 0 0

- I

_________________________ 1 1 7

OAL/,4T/OMS 1P4RA 11L1-1 /US M-N' MXx
I 

I

Sp ME TR/C

TONC A'AWE

NOTES

MONITOR RAD/AT/ON ABOVE 'REACTOR
1 5T/MA TE QUANTITY OF WATER REQU/RED
USE f/LTRCD DEM/NCR4L/ZED WATER

SECT/ON - REACTOR ENCLOSURE

-- --- --- ---- --- --- ---- --- --- ---- --- -- ----- - --- - -- ---- --- ------- - ---------- -- - -- - -- --------- ...... .-- ----- --- --------------------- - -- - - - -- - --- - --- --- --
--- - . -.- .... ..--- ----------------------------

oc.uo, I-I-I e
- - - - -- - - ---- -_ ---

APPROVED 19G2

"*" ""
I

JACKSON & MORELAND. INC.. ENGINEERS BOSTON - NEW YORK

REFUELING OPERATION
FLOODING UPPER LEVEL

7 388 NONIN E .c, OOT M-8

113

I '.-. IwI I n .. I ffO u m 0. 1 1

I

CL CAN ARAS TOE~ZOLODED YES 2 / 2
CNCK/F/LL/NG L/NE{ OR YES / / /CL.ANL/NE5S

TST L//-0Or/-C4D(REAK/ SEAL) NO / / /

FOOD UPPER LEVEL REACTORNO 2 / 2
WEL sFUEL P/T N __2 /_ 2

R[ACTOR TIME 3
TECNN/C/AN MANM-/OURS 6

r

d E U RATOM - U. S. A.E.C.

sNNVra 1 -i - wrn.r. - -I

- - .-- - -- - . i i - - -i - - io o w - T - 1 - I - I - M- .1 - ..4-

-- ----- --------- ---- ---- - -- - ------ ---- - - -- -- -
- --- --- --- - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- --- - - - - - - - - - -

--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

____jon ,n--or w .wP"O . F..+ . I- 1 .. !L'I -w 1

:

.:"

, ';.

.;:,

...... ......
------ -----
..... ......



ENCLOSURE

/O MEM/C TON r" CRR/df

9TER LEVEL

UNDERWATER L "jIl

O0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TURN/AJ VAA/E - CONvEYO/

HEAD CNL FUEL -
TRANSFER

- - SEAL
sC 9r-r ---.- , EACTOR HEAP - e-'- ESCPES1/ELDA/G POO kLO~L/AA4FIXTUR~E

ENCL SURE 'H!E LD/AI POOL P QLD/NU F/X TI
.- - -- FIE sro -/ - L -

CIIE

FUEL STOCAGE- 7  __

O ||O UH

II_ I I 1
OOEP'AT/ONS I ARALIFLI 1/,OURsI

RCMOVC "CAD NO 2 2 4

REMOVE GASKETS (O-R/A4'S) NO / / /

REMOVE~ TURN/N VANC NO 2 2 4

REACTOR 7/M[
TECHN/C/AN MAN-H/RS 9

NOTES

MON/TOR RAD/47/ON 48OI REACTOR VESSEL
MAK[ CRANE L//~T OF REACTOR PARTS SLOWL Y
CNEC/( CRANE BEFORE LIFTING REACTOR //EAO

SECT/ON - REACTOR ENCLOSURE

I V~o1 ~ 4
~

APPROVED / 19e/ ,6

NU. 
PRGOJE AGE"

EURATOM - U. S. A.E.C.
JACKSON & MORELAND. INC.. ENGINEERS BOSTON - NEW YORK

REFUELING OPERATION
REMOVING REACTOR HEAD

738 I NONE .IN. = 1FOOT

'ii..

--------------- -------------------------------
--------------- ------- -----------------------
------------------ .................. ---------------
---------------- -.- ------------------------------
----------- ------- ----- ---------------------------
----------------- --- --- - - ---------------------------

--------------- -- I i---, ,----------------- --- :*--,.T ** --- I.
.. ........ ... .... ...... ...... .... ..
-------- -.. .... ...... ...... .......

----------- ----- ---- ---- ---- -- --
------------------ F --A *

:. }.
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I I

i

-i

MEN

TO META/C
TO W CR/E

.- -I-J

------------ --------------------------------------------------- ----------------------
-------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------
............. .1-1 - -------------------------------------------------------------

------------------ ----- ------- -----------------------------------------
-------------- ---------------------------------------------------- -

---------- -------------------- ---------------------------- --

-------------------------------

--------------------- --

--------------------- -----------
---- ----------------- ----- ---
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/O MEE0/E /C TON
CKAA/E FUEL (.RQ9WL E HO/3 FUEL GRAPPLE

H Ux HO/T

gTER LEVEL

UA/pERNATER L/GN1S

TURA//A/4 VA/E ; CONVEYOR

QE AC TOR -
HERqD CA NAL

- - ySEAL---
SC AT TE ' - ------ ,'- f30QESCPE --
SN/E LD/ AT __,

POOL PiLdb ';. -a1-76 - FUEL SrgQAC i _ r LG 4

- cl 570"9E

FUEL STOLAGE-
- - - -- RHCKS

So O O

| MON/7
CAL-/BR

- 1/MIT.
-- KEEP

OPEPA T/OAS P4AALL4I /OURS MEN MXNJ

I0 MET /c
TONI CRAJE

7-Q/-TF\-O

NO TES

TOR RADIATION FROM FUEL ~L EMENTS
QATC /NDEX/N OF TRANSFER TOOL (LOCATION OF GRAPPLE)

B/NOCULARS READY FOR CLOSE OBSERI/AT/ON OF CORE
L/FT/NG FORCE IN BREAX/N6 LOOSE EACH FUEL ASSEMBLY Y
RECORD OF INDIVIDUAL FUEL ASS EMBL/ES

SECT/ON - REACTOR ENCLOSURE

__________ - I - .- - - -

-.-.

4 
i ---m b 1 1 1 - .oI~

.1..
.. - - -

APPROVED /

EURATOM - U.S. A.E.C.

JACKSON & MORELAND. INC.. ENGINEERS BOSTON - NEW YORK

REFUELING OPERATION
REMOVING CENTER FUEL ASSEMBLIES

738 8 NONE. -IN IOOTI 88-M-IO

115

E A/CL OSURE

I I

T

STALLL TEMPORARY L/G/T/NG YES / / /

C//ECK REUEL/NG TOOL. YES / 2 2

LOCATE FUEL TRANSFER RACKS YES / 2 2

REMOVE CEN[ER FUEL ASS/S (J?) NO /6 2 32

REACTOR TIME /6
TEC-N/C/AN MAN- HOURS 3'7

T-

J e M PO ha MO. ses

-I

ENtCG0.SURE

55 METRK
7M/ CRANE

L--,--1--t---i

I ----------------------
-------- ---------------
--------- -----------
------------------------

---------- 1i
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---

tI

-------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------i-----------------------------------------------
- ate. ' Mo --!L--l n au ' woo own



/O ME7r/C TON
C AdI

WLTER LE VEL

_fI ':: I I
rT 1.1

HEiQD

ENCLOSURE

\L..

S /PERWA TE L1/4/IrS

o o o
TORA./ AJ6 VA/E

iQAEI HOUR
OPCAA T/ONS MEN MXN

TRAN3E[R REMOVED FUEL ASSYS yg 4 2 8
(52) TO STORAGE RACKS /N POOL
REMOVE CHANNLS FROM SPENT V-S 4 2 8
FL/EL ASSEMBLIES
PLACE CHANNELS ON NEW YES 4 2 8FUEL ASSEMB /ES

REACTOR TIME 0
TEChN/C/AN MAN - "OURS - 24

ENCLOSURE

Ss ME TRAC

LTN/ CRFINE

L GRAPPLE HoIST FUEL GRAPPLE
A UK. oisr

CONVEYOR

C N LI I .-

_1 
-_ Lii lL LL 

JSEAL 4-
S8OfESCOPE

c -A r4 FUEL SrRAE v E / T LO:

SELEL OP4

COE FUEL STAAGE-
- - - , RgCKS

o o o7

-a

NO TES

MONITOR PAD/AT/ON FROM FUEL
ASSEMBL/ES

KEEP RECORD O/ /ND/V/DUAL
FUEL ASSEMBLIES

SECT/ON - REACTOR ENCLOSURE

- ------- -- --- ----- -- ----------- ----- - -- -------- -------- --- - - -- ----- - ----------------- --- - - - - - - ---- - --- ----

-- ----- --- ------ - - ----- -- -------------------- ------ ----- - ---- ---- -------- ---- - - - - -- --- -- -

I IQI I I a~. I I I

APPROVED 195M

PR "Ol NAG"

LUHAIUM -U2~.A.E.C.
EUR ATOM - U. S. A.E.C.

JACKSON & MORELAND. INC.. ENGINEERS BOSTON - NEW YORK

REFUELING OPERATION
TRANSFERRING FUEL ASSEMBLIES TO STORAGE POOL

7388 NONEIN , 8FOT --M-II

116

\Sf T TE ,.
Sal/ELFi P

-~ -- _________________________________________ ~JL1.6l.~ ~ I

T'

"1s

So METRIC

72)N CRAW

C)-01-1ThO O

I I I II I

.... .. ......1 - .

MAALLEL| MOURS

0 0 o0 o0

-3

------------------------------------
----------------------------------
------------------------------------

-------------- -----------------------
-----------------------------

----- ------ --------------------- - ----

--------------------
---------------
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f V 1

/ E r'C rT/N
9A/E FUEL GtQFL E HO/S

vA/OEWRMTE L/6 '

0O 0 01'0 O

TVRA//A/6VA/E

REACTa
HERD

AZZr4SERL
SCAT TE? ..--

EA/CLOSURE E_

POOL PL4
S

:co
,. i

EaCL4SURE

SS METRC

TFUEtGRAPME
[ L. HO/r

W9TER LEVEL

O 0 0 O
CONVEY3R

CNL FUEL
TRANSFER

- RACK -

- 802ESCOPE

rA ' - FUEL Sro. E r LG
EL

FUEL STA E
--- RCKS

0 0 0II I|H il

ORCA'AT/ONS PARALEI\ O!/ORS I MENi

NOTES

MONITOR RDA/47/ON P~ROM FU/L ASSEMBL/ES
(EEP RECORDS O-' /ND/V/DUAL PF/L 4SSCMBL /ES

SECTION - REACTOR ENCLOSURE

V ______ ~ .. " -~. .I

.. -I. . .. .

T- I

11
a. ~_. - Ia. .

-. jz ejW ('cW

APPROVED . 4.4 -

_ R/! M1!

EURATOM - U.S. A.E.C.
JACKSON & MORELAND. INC.. ENGINEERS BOSTON - NEW YORK

REFUELING OPERATION
MAKING NEW CORE ARRANGEMENT

7388 NONE c'.H- Ip.mT 8-M-12

117

I __II I__ A &__1 J o.v.Ja .. I ate.______wI____ ._I_..... . I a

I -- I -I

///FT BETA/NED F/L AS Y(/K) NO /6 2 52
REOR/F/CE CORE NO 2 2 4(/FNvECESs NARY2
ADO MEW FUEL ASSEM8L/ES NO 4 2 8

REACTOR 7/M[ 22
7Z(C/N/C/4M M4A411//O/,5 44

-0METRIC
C bNLRA4/E

"a - .. W-. . 2 16 i Mq'. ! .u- - . - - . . . . - -Q.
tr

I

' I -- " I ,--I ---- ' 1--' I -4--1....I 1 --T 1S'a

. J

------ -----
------- -----
....... ......
...... ......
------ ------

a.. ,.m an DA"

----------------------- I ----------- ---------------------
- --------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------

:* ------ ------------------------------------------------ ------- ------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------- -,
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------- --------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------i---------------------------------------------
r-Twwop ... - o+ a ww



- -~-

C-AO 'ERec roN T qO v
*e L 4RA

_ _ _ _ H iWr9"R L EVELF

ONPE2WATER L/

O O

rt/RN/i4 VANE -
UL W4 ft4r/RE

I POOL L X

f4NTS
o o o o- o (

VENT-c1 Q,4N4E EMWo ED

L --- - - --

- CONVEY

CAN AL

OPERA TONS
i

- ENCLOSURE

F/ GR APPL E AX. ioisr

EYI /

FUEL
TRQ4ISFER - I

RAQCK

TURN/MG 8OeESCOPE
vi4 E FUEL Sra qAc/Er 

AC

I S LEL IPx

: ICaly- FUEL STQQAGE~
- - - - RACKS

0 0 0

- -~ll

oF ME TR/C
TON CR/E

SECTION - REACTOR ENCLOSURE

--- --- ---- -- --- -- --- -- --- -- --- -- ---- --- -- -- --- ----- -.. -. -- -- ------ ---- - - -- --------- -- -- --I-- - ----..-.... .
.. ..... .... ................ .. ................. .......... .. .... ... .... .... ........ .....

I *OaUso..

--- - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - -- - -- - -- "-- - -- -- - -- - - - - -
--- -- ----------- - - --- -- -

----- --- - -- -APPROVED 19G

.. w...I.o, . Sr. '"a" *Al

EURATOM - U.S. A.E.C.
JACKSON & MORELAND. INC.. ENGINEERS

REFUELING OPERATION
REPLACING REACTOR HEAD

118

/r
if

r 1 T
PAR U,LI /MOORS MEN MXNI

EA/CL OSURE

NOTES

MON/TOP RAD/AT/ON ABOVE REACTOR VtSScL
USC GU/DES FOR AL /GNMCNT

CNE'C CRANE BPOREC LIFT/NG REACTOR /-/EAD

BOSTON - NEW YORK

TI

REPLACE TURN/NG VANES NO / 2 2

.A C- sGASxrrs (o-NGS) NO / 2 2

REPLACE -/EAD NO 2 2 4

REACTOR T/M 4
TECWN/C/AN MAN- HOURS 8

E

1 1 __

i

1

-L1

---------------------------------- ------------------ --
------------------------------- --- - .- -----------
--------------------------------------

........................................... .. ....
................................ ...... ...................... .......... .......... ..

,

m ..I 1

1.me a .erer..ce ou...cs rwrws __ _ _ I I + I .- ^ I . I ^ I sue . I "^' I "' ^' 1

-I

-- 2

.- I<.. , .I R. ,.1- ..... f..w.GQN.

r

- -

7 388 r N E N.. N.-1FOT -M - 13



I

/O M E T/C TON 
UEGRPLCRANE uUEL GRALE

ND/Sl'

0 o oA 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0

VEr- FLRNDE RE O DoCONVEY

- -/- FUEE-L

C/ANAL TRANSFER
- I -- RICK

7. SE'L-
scA TrTEA REotroe HERq -E E

___E_____ - 'LlVOA/4 F/X TZ.E TURA//A;e5

ENCL OSRE VAJEFEL SrA
I POOL P 7 TR~

ENCLOS'URE

SS METRK
r~VCRiNE

- .

" /hTER LEVEL l

vi r L4L

FUEL STQCAGE
I - -_ _. :RACKS

0-0
O O OI,

O OCRA T/ON M{AUEL //OURS

UNFLOOD UAoQR LEVEL
REACTOR WELL I'FUEL P/T NO 2 / 2

DRY OR BLOT SURFACE MO/STUR YE3 / / /

REACTOR T/MC 2
TECHN/C/AN MAN- HOURS 3

7,

K

NOTES

MON/TOR RAD/AT/ON IN WATER
RETURN WATER TO DOM/NERAL/ZED WATER

STORAGE IF ACTIVITY IS LOW

SECT/ON - REACTOR ENCLOSURE

-------------------------------- ---- - - - - - - . - -

.-------------------------- -------- ----

- - - - -"- -- -- -
- - -- OW ---

APPROVED l
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------- ------

EURATOM - U.S. A.E.C.
JACKSON & MORELAND. INC.. ENGINEERS BOSTON - NEW YORK

REFUELING OPERATION

UNFLOODING UPPER LEVEL

7388 8 NONE N 1FOOT88-M-14
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MEW MXA4

-- i

SO METR/G
-TONC 

MWE E

'I. _ 64, , . I 16 1
fe7 _ _7 r.: T

i

-- -i 1 
1 . I

I ._? r ___j
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UNDER WATER LIdV75

VEN r -CONVEY

ruR/Nl'e MANE
HOLDIA4 F/XTURE /stA//CNL FUEL

/NA/SeeT/OA/ CAAL TR ANSFER

_ _ \ -WAVEQr LEVEL

SC A TTE !'.RE9CT1HEAP - -- 13ESCOPE
/Egp Ur 1L LVNC F/X w A " TURN/{/G -

POOL P L " EA T A- r FU E>L A C f u r

- cow- FUEL SrOMAE
" ,C _ __ tiR4CKS

O o O O

_____________________ -r
OPER4P/ONS MWAU II IMOURSI MEN

NOTES

MON/TOP RAD/AT/ON AROUND REACTOR VCSS(L //CAD
TAKE CARE NOT 7o DAMAGE STUD TI/REq DS

SECTION - REACTOR ENCLOSURE

9 4-9 --- 1 -! 1- 1 - sm. --- 4-1 i -- ____-~~~~ Ii Y b"' M

-- - - -o ---D

APPROVED .. 9

EURATOM - U.S. A.E.C.
JACKSON & MORELAND. INC.. ENGINEERS BOSTON - NEW YORK

73'88'

REFUELING OPERATION
BOLTING REACTOR HEAD

INON O Ng _ , 88-M-15

120

EA/CL VSURE

I

T

REPLACE STUDS NO 8 2 /6

RA/SE REACTOR WATE LEVEL NO / / /

REPLY ACE VENT FL ANE COVER NO / / /

HYDROSTATIC TEST NO 2 2 4

REPLACE "-CAD 9 CLO SUR N MO 2 2
INSUL AT/ON

REACTOR TIME /4
TECWN/C/AN MAN- HOURS 26

10 ME TE'/C TON
CfAA E

i

IS METRIC

I I I I -,r--r.-r--rTTI -- mr-r

r.a I

- .

ENCLOSUR E

FUEL GRPPLE
AUX S//ST SS METRK

Tl/CRANE
FUEL GR APPLE F-a
Na/s P

---- ----------- ---------- ----
--- -- --------- ----------------- ----- -
-- ---- -- ---------------- -- --

------------ ---- ---------- -------

------ ---- -- --- ---------- --------- -
------ -- --- -- --------- - - ------ --- -

-- ----------- ----- -------- ---- - - -- -- ---- --- -
------ --- -------------- --------- ------- -- -------

-- -------------- ------- ----- ----

------------------------------------------
------------------------- ------------------
---------------------------------- ------------
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------------------------- ---------------

------- ----- ----------------------
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fUEL GRAPPLE

/O ME rQ/C ON FULL GRAPPLE

UNDERNTER LA T

0 0 : U 0 0 0
-- CONVEYR

VENT* -
r2'RM/44< VA/SE
HOLO/AM Fliru A/NSULAT/A 

T SFER

- fj

,QEAC7VR HEAlP -- CESCOPE
k'OLa'AN$ F/X 77Z4eE TVRA/G

ENCL OSUR E V QAJE FUEL S7O d
F- GF41 L rAG C-

F 7
- ; i FUEL ST AGE----

- -- RACKS

- O
t -

I

ENCLOSURE

55 METRK
TOW CRANE

-'rTER 4EVEL

FUEL TRANSFER 7
__Lsk i rLU It-

NOTES

MON/TOP EAT UP TEMP P4 TUPE[S
MON/TOP P4D/AT/ON POM/ 3//PP/NG C4S3K
/NSP[CT S/PP/NG C4K5 85TORC US /NG

SECT/ON - REACTOR ENCLOSURE
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